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Preface 

With each passing year, I learn more but realize how little I know.  In a limited information game 

like dynasty fantasy football, where we do not control the outcome, there is only so much we can 

know.  This shows up repeatedly in this book.  For example, the dynasty market has been no better 

than random at predicting the success of quarterbacks drafted in the top 10 of the NFL draft.   

Likewise, the market has performed no better than random at predicting the success of wide 

receivers drafted in the first round of the NFL Draft.   

This is incredibly powerful information because once we understand the limitations of our abilities, 

we can make better decisions.  These decisions are typically contrarian which makes it even better.  

Ask someone on Twitter how smart they are and they will tell you.  They will also be the person 

who will make huge bets on their opinion, not realizing the true odds of their outcome.  This type 

of certainty is a great foil and you know when you see it because the person is likely to talk in 

glowing adjectives, adverbs, or certainties.   When you see this advice take the form of a prevailing 

narrative, figure out a way to bet against it.   

Maybe we will get better in the future.  I do think markets tend towards efficiency.  But every time 

I see a roster with three times as many wide receivers as running backs, I know there is still 

inefficiency in the market and value in writing another edition of the Analytics of Dynasty.  

The third edition of the Analytics of Dynasty has been a completely different experience.  2020 

brought a whole different writing experience than prior editions.  Instead of the late-night coffee-

fueled writing sessions at Starbucks for prior editions, the 2021 Edition was written in the solitude 

of my basement.  The 2021 Edition was still fueled by plenty of coffee but had an extra inspiration.  

My Patreon program, where I recorded over 200 podcasts in 2020, gave me motivation and a bond 

with subscribers that helped through the loneliness and depression of social distancing.  For all the 

subscribers who listened to podcasts, joined Sunday night live chats, and had conversations on 

Twitter or in the AOD Group Me, you made a very difficult year survivable.   

I have to give thanks to my contributors, a first for the Analytics of Dynasty.  Chad Parsons is my 

co-host at Footballguys.com and helped me break into podcasting and writing.  Without Chad’s 

openness to giving me a chance, I doubt the Analytics of Dynasty would exist.  Scott Connor, of 

the Dynasty and Chill Podcast, and Peter Howard, of the Dynasty Crossroads podcast, also have 

contributed to the Analytics of Dynasty.   

This book would not be possible without my editors Adam Wilson and Jeff Albert.  Both are great 

resources for turning a years’ worth of thoughts into a coherent product.   

Lastly, I have to give thanks to my wife Sarah.  She is nothing but supportive, including tolerating 

my work at all hours of the night.  My two daughters, Gracie and Caitlyn (“CC”) are always an 

inspiration and a blessing.  Without your love and support, I would never be able to accomplish 

this book.    
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Chapter 1: Team Building Strategies 
The point of this book is to help you make better decisions.  Analytics is a loaded term.  One way 

to think about analytics is simply “what does the data say.”  In fact, critics will argue analytics is 

merely following what the numbers say to do.   

To say analytics is just about following the numbers is only part of the answer.  In truth, analytics 

is not about being right, it is about using data to make good strategic decisions.  Used improperly 

good data lead to bad decisions and “[i]nvestments in analytics can be useless, even harmful, unless 

[you] incorporate that data into complex decision making.”1 

When the principles of this book are applied, they are not meant to decide questions for you.  Nor 

will they be 100% correct.  Instead, this book is meant to frame decisions, allowing you to analyze 

potential outcomes, properly value risk, and avoid common mistakes.  A familiar adage is 

“Analytics are like a bikini, they show you a lot, but they don't show you everything.”2  By taking 

the lessons of this book, you will be able to turn decisions on 50-50 bets into 60-40 bets, simply 

by following the maxim “Don’t Do Stupid Shit”.  These edges add up over time, and done 

consistently, will help you build true dynasties.   

There are several complex strategic decisions to make in dynasty fantasy football including:   

1. Film versus data; 

2. Short-term versus long-term;  

3. Production versus value.   

These debates are never-ending, and individual dynasty GMs will take different approaches on 

each issue.  This chapter is designed to help you navigate your decisions about how to execute 

your strategy.  There is no right way to play, but having a good process will help you optimize 

your strategy.   

2 Weeks, 2 Months, and 2 Years 
Suzy Welch wrote a book entitled 10-10-10: 10 Minutes, 10 Months, 10 Years: A Life 

Transforming Idea3 which focused on framing decisions by their impact in 10 minutes, 10 months, 

and 10 years lenses.  The 10-10-10 concept is a metaphor for short-term, medium-term, and long-

term focus.  This type of focus presents an opportunity to reflect on the consequences of your 

decisions before you make them, and how they will impact your future self in 10 minutes, 10 

months, and 10 years.   

Dynasty is better thought of as a 2-2-2 system:  2 weeks, 2 months, and 2 years.   

 
1 Shvetank Shah, Andrew Horne, and Jaime Capellá, “Good Data Won’t Guarantee Good Decisions”, 

https://hbr.org/2012/04/good-data-wont-guarantee-good-decisions (April 2012) (last accessed January 7, 2021).   
2 Bob Myers, Sloan Sports Analytics 2016, Panel: Future of the Front Office, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IkStE82Zic, March 12, 2016 (last accessed January 7, 2021) 
3 Welch, Suzy, 10-10-10: 10 Minutes, 10 Months, 10 Years: A Life Transforming Idea, New York, Simon & 

Schuster (2009). 

https://hbr.org/2012/04/good-data-wont-guarantee-good-decisions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IkStE82Zic
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In startup drafts, a two-week mindset is crucial.  While your dynasty startup draft is about building 

a long-term team, each pick you make or trade you accept should shape the decisions you will 

make in the rest of your draft.   

For example, in a 2018 startup draft.  I co-owned a team with Analytics of Dynasty Contributor 

and my podcast co-host Chad Parsons in a start 2QB and 2TE league.  We intended to create a 

long runway for our contending options, but not aimed necessarily at a first-year championship 

window.  If that near-term contending team developed through our draft, that would be great, but 

we aimed to build a team that sustained over the long run.  After selecting Russell Wilson and 

Jared Goff in the first two rounds, we faced the choice of selecting either Rob Gronkowski or Mike 

Evans in the third round.  At the time, Gronkowski was entering his age 29 season coming off a 

TE2 seasonal finish, while Evans was entering his age 25 season coming off a WR17 seasonal 

finish.   

Before the draft, retirement rumors were beginning to swirl around Gronkowski as his injuries 

began to mount.  While the rumors were present, there was no immediacy to the reports.  As we 

planned the draft, we did not expect Gronkowski to be available to us in the third round.  This was 

a pleasant surprise but forced a decision about our contending arc.  With Wilson and Goff, we had 

two avenues open.  Both were assets in near-term and long-term windows.  The Gronkowski-

Evans debate was a fulcrum on which our team build would pivot.   

Chad put this question best when we were on the phone: If we select Gronkowski, we need to 

change our draft plan.  With Gronkowski essentially a year-to-year play, we would need to 

structure our picks in the next two weeks to align with Gronkowski’s career arc.   

Few decisions in dynasty are clearly right or wrong.  However, some decisions are so strategically 

important they will decide your future path.  The Gronkowski-Evans decision was like coming to 

a Y on the highway.  Either way we went was going to require a change of strategic mindset.   

There were inputs into our decision other than Gronkowski and Evans that were important to our 

choice.  If we went with the Gronkowski window, how comfortable did we feel making player 

selections that fit a near-term window?  Would we pivot to making a trade of future picks for 

startup picks?  If we went with the Evans window, how comfortable did we feel in that range?  

Would we still want to move up in the draft?  Or move back in the draft by trading down?  How 

we answered those questions would inform guide the Gronkowski-Evans decisions and choose the 

strategic route we would take over the next two weeks.  

A critical way to aid decision making across these three timelines is to build multiple draft plans.  

These plans should create flexibility to adjust based on the progress of the draft.  These can focus 

on different team builds including early running back, early wide receiver, early quarterback, mid-

round quarterback, and so on. The builds should also focus on medium-term and long-term 

building.     

The best way to create a series of draft plans to maintain flexibility in your two-week startup 

window is to work backward.  Specifically, start at the end of the draft, and work towards the 
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beginning to identify players you would target at different price points.  While working your way 

towards the early rounds, write down who you would target at a given cost.   

When doing so, identify where you are comfortable at different benchmarks.  For example, in 

Superflex, what line do you need to be inside of to be comfortable at QB3?  That line will likely 

change if you have Patrick Mahomes and Dak Prescott instead of Baker Mayfield and Daniel 

Jones.  Similarly, if you select George Kittle, your TE2 target will be different than if you select 

Jared Cook as your first tight end.  This type of planning is important because it will allow you to 

build a flexible draft plan in your two-week window that optimizes your team in the next two 

months and two years.   

There is not a one size fits all strategy as the market changes each year.  For example, a typical 

AOD build would suggest wide receivers in early rounds, with quarterbacks in the mid-rounds, 

and a deep running back corps.  Historically, that is a strong strategy.  However, 2020 was a 

different landscape.  The wide receivers early in the draft were older than past years, while the 

running backs were younger.  This created a deeper list of wide receiver targets in the mid-rounds.  

If you went with an early running back build, there were certain benchmarks necessary to hit at 

the wide receiver position, like Jarvis Landry or Tyler Lockett as WR3.  If you missed on those 

players as WR3s on your team, there was a significant drop in certainty later in the draft.  Thinking 

in this two-week window will give you the optionality to react to unexpected events.   

The two-week strategy in an existing league during the season is also relevant, particularly with 

your trade and roster construction strategies. Focusing on acquisitions that might only help you for 

two weeks is dangerous, costly, and unlikely to move the needle.  Selling those types of players to 

those who need the immediate rush of production is a profitable long-term play.  Structuring the 

back end of your roster is also critical for the two-week window.   How could these players help 

you in the next two weeks?  If they cannot, what is their purpose?   

The two-month window is a medium-term, something longer than two weeks but shorter than 

years, with decisions focusing largely on roster construction and value.  Trading for a player when 

you identify a good value is an important tactic, but frequently, dynasty GMs will find a value, 

and say, they do not need this player.  The same scenario is true in startup and rookie drafts.   

This is a mistake, especially in the offseason.  The offseason is entirely about team building.  This 

should be focused on strategy research, implementing strategy, and the acquisition of valuable 

players, particularly when you can find a discount.  These types of trades may cause you to be 

overweight at a position while also improving your roster.  This is a perfect type of acquisition 

because over the next two months you can deal from the depth of your newfound strength.   

Another consideration in the two-month window, especially in the offseason, is you do not need 

to start a lineup.  If you find value in a startup draft, take the value and worry about your lineup at 

a later point.  The same is true for rookie drafts.  You do not need to start a player in April.  Nor 

in August.   

During the season, WORP concepts are terrific aids to building your team, especially in the two-

month lens.  If you have multiple players you expect to project within a couple of points of each 
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other and one is significantly more valuable than another, that is an easy way to identify a player 

to trade.  Also, keep in mind players are unlikely to win you a game on their own.  If acquiring a 

player for a two-month window, they will need to improve your lineup by 97 points to generate 

another win.  These decisions can help your team but may be done at the expense of your two-year 

window.   

One of the most common flaws in dynasty strategy is playing for a two-month window in the 

rookie drafts.  Early in rookie drafts, your roster should look toward long-term, thinking not about 

week one impact but later year one, into year two and three of the player’s career.  One of the 

easiest mistakes to avoid is the player with a low pedigree who climbs up rookie boards because 

they are projected to have early opportunities.  Ke’Shawn Vaughn and Darrell Henderson are 

recent examples of first round rookie mistakes that were easily avoidable.   

When you are building for the future, keep in mind that long-term situations are more uncertain 

than you might appreciate in the present.  For example, in the 2018 startup draft season, there were 

11 players with a first round ADP.  In the 2020 season, eight of those 11 players including Todd 

Gurley, Le’Veon Bell (2 teams), David Johnson, Antonio Brown (3 teams), DeAndre Hopkins, 

Odell Beckham, Kareem Hunt, and Leonard Fournette played for different teams than they were 

on when drafted in 2018 start up drafts.  Bell, Hunt, and Fournette did so without a starting role, 

while Antonio Brown, who looked like a hall of fame track player in 2018, was the third wide 

receiver for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, his third team after leaving Pittsburgh.  The two-year time 

frame included Brown missing a season and a half for behavioral and suspension related issues.  

Hunt and Fournette were also both suspended during that time.  The only players remaining on 

their teams through 2020 were Ezekiel Elliott, Saquon Barkley, and Alvin Kamara.  Elliott himself 

was suspended, while Barkley missed time in both 2019 and 2020 with injuries.  Kamara also 

battled through an ankle sprain in 2019 before winning leagues in 2020.  These serve as examples 

of how strong opinions on the future should be tempered by the constant change that is reality.   

Some dynasty GMs will continuously play in the long-term window.  These dynasty GMs will 

continuously roll over their aging players for younger players.  There is danger in doing this as the 

hit rate is lower for younger players than many give credit for.  To zig while these GMs are zagging, 

be true to base rates and draft pedigree in rookie drafts, particularly at discounts.  For example, if 

you target first round wide receivers and day two running backs who fall to the second round of 

rookie drafts, as well as second round tight ends who fall to the third round of rookie drafts, you 

will continuously be backfilling your roster with long-term potential.  Executing these strategies 

year over year with consistency will allow you to build a long-term roster without sacrificing your 

near-term aspirations.  By mixing the two, you are also creating trade assets and time for your 

young players to develop without the immediate need to play them in your lineup.  This will allow 

you to avoid making rookie draft selections based on need.   
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Incorporating Moneyball and Astroball 
Two of the most important books written this century on team building in sports are Moneyball4 

and Astroball5.  Moneyball documented the Oakland Athletics in the early 2000s while Astroball 

focused on the building process of the 2010s Houston Astros.   

For dynasty fantasy football, there are two clear takeaways.  First, Moneyball and Astroball are 

ultimately economics books.  Their appeal is they tell a story about markets, efficiencies, and 

economics using a sports lens.  If authors Michael Lewis and Ben Reiter wrote about Apple or 

General Electric, they might have told similar lessons, but the applicability would not have been 

as apparent.  At their core, both are simply stories about how to do more with less by identifying 

market inefficiencies and exploiting them.  A search for inefficiencies in the market can be a 

constant source of value in dynasty fantasy football.   

Second, and perhaps most importantly, is the mindset of ownership.  The ownership of the Oakland 

Athletics and the Houston Astros were not perfect.  Both pinched pennies and made other mistakes 

along the line.  But both had a vision and the patience to see the strategies through.  This is captured 

best after the Houston Astros won the 2017 World Series when Houston Astros owner Jim Crane 

said “Even when the heat was on, I told [Houston Astros General Manager] Jeff Luhnow, I’ll stick 

to the plan.  The plan, the plan, work the plan.”6  He did not indicate whether that plan included 

espionage. 

Dynasty fantasy football is full of inefficiencies to exploit and the ownership is fully in line with 

the management of the team.  As the team owner and GM, you are in control of the strategy.  Both 

books were about patience, something that is in surprisingly short supply in dynasty fantasy 

football.  Without any pressure from an owner, you can optimize your strategy of patience as you 

reap the rewards.  If you identify an efficient and optimized strategy, you can have consistent and 

long-term success if you stick to the plan. 

Think In Odds 
Poker strategy is helpful in dynasty fantasy football decision making, particularly Texas Hold Em.  

In the game, players are dealt two cards face down, followed by five cards face up that are used as 

community cards.  The player with the best five-card hand, using the seven possible cards, wins 

the hand.   

The action begins with two cards, called hole cards, dealt facedown followed by a round of betting.  

Upon completion of that round of betting, three cards are dealt face up.  After the three cards are 

dealt face-up, another round of betting takes place.  This is followed by the fourth and fifth cards 

being dealt face-up, each followed by a round of betting.  After that final round of betting, the 

players still in the hand turn their hands over to determine who has the best hand.  The winner 

takes the pot of money that has been bet during the hand.   

 
4 Michael Lewis, Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game, W. W. Norton & Company, 2004. 
5 Ben Reiter, Astroball: The New Way to Win It All, New York, Peguin Random House LLC, 2018. 
6 Reiter, 219.   
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There is great uncertainty in this game.  The only things you know are your hole cards, the exposed 

community cards, and the behaviors of other players, including their bets.  Body language and 

prior tendencies may add to your information, but the ultimate deciding factors, your opponent’s 

willingness to call your bets and their hole cards, are unknown.   

World Series of Poker Champion and Author Annie Duke wrote about how to make decisions in 

her book Thinking in Bets7.  Duke wrote, poker “is a game of incomplete information. It is a game 

of decision-making under conditions of uncertainty over time.  Valuable information remains 

hidden. There is also an element of luck in any outcome. You could make the best possible decision 

at every point and still lose the hand, because you don’t know what new cards will be dealt and 

revealed. Once the game is finished and you try to learn from the results, separating the quality of 

your decisions from the influence of luck is difficult.”8 

Dynasty fantasy football is the same type of game.  For example, your evaluation might be film or 

analytics-based both of which are focused on a player’s performance in a game.  In evaluating an 

incoming rookie’s game statistics or game film, you might evaluate at most 15 games in a year of 

their life.  These 15 games are at most 4 hours long for a total of 60 hours.  Including preseason 

practices and practices leading up to a bowl game, about a span of about 24 weeks, the players 

have a maximum of 20 hours of organized team activity or a total of 480 practice hours.  All 

combined, this schedule would produce 540 total team hours in a season.  If evaluating just the 

games, you are evaluating 11% of the player’s work with the team.  Of the player’s life, the 60 

hours you evaluate constitute 0.6% of the player’s year.   

This is the definition of a game of incomplete information.  You will make decisions without 

knowing practice habits, tape watching commitment, weight lifting progress, out of practice 

preparation, academic work, injury history, love life, or any other countless factors that can alter a 

player’s career arc.   

Dan Williamson, a high stakes dynasty player and a host of the GOAT District podcast, says the 

key is to “stay humble.”  In a game of uncertainty, appreciating the expanse of unknown 

information will allow you to make grounded decisions.  

This humility is uncommon.  Social media and society at large do not reward those who say I don’t 

know.  People purporting to be experts frequently talk in adjective-laced certainties that are 

dangerous to the unknowing follower.   

This hubris is dangerous.  There is little accountability in rankings as no dynasty sites catalog 

historical rankings.  Similarly, dynasty GMs rarely show their return on investment to prove the 

quality of their plays.  In this world, activities that get attention, like bold takes or outlier rankings, 

have little downside.  Whether knowingly or not, those expressing certainties are taking a risk. As 

Annie Duke wrote, “Surprisingly, being smart can actually make bias worse. Let me give you a 

 
7 Annie Duke, Thinking in Bets: Making Smarter Decisions When You Don't Have All the Facts, Portfolio, 2019. 
8 Duke, 21.   
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different intuitive frame: the smarter you are, the better you are at constructing a narrative that 

supports your beliefs, rationalizing and framing the data to fit your argument or point of view.”9  

A better framing is to accept there is uncertainty and deal with strategies and players in a range of 

probability outcomes.  Critical to this is assigning a probability to your decision.  As Duke wrote, 

“We are already guessing that the decision we execute will result in the highest likelihood of a 

good outcome given the options we have available to us. By at least trying to assign probabilities, 

we will naturally move away from the default of 0% to 100%, away from being sure it will turn 

out one way and not another.  Anything that moves us off those extremes is going to be a more 

reasonable assessment than not trying at all.”10  

Wharton School Professor Cade Massey specifically framed this in the context of base rates saying 

“This is the challenge with base rates… when you pay a lot of attention, or you’re a real expert, 

you have additional information to bring to the base right, why settle for just using the base rate 

when I have all this other information?  That’s a trap.  We can all get pulled into that trap.”11 

Whether you are evaluating a rookie or a startup pick, you should have a concept of base rates.  

The hit rate in this book for rookies and the startup hit rates, for example, should be a starting point 

in your analysis.  For example, understanding that first round wide receivers have a hit rate of 

about 55% as a starting point.  All other analysis you do on a player will allow you to move up or 

down on those odds.  To keep your evaluation in proper context, generate your opinion on a player, 

then use the base rates as a guide.  Multiply your odds by 33% and multiply the base rate by 67% 

and combine the two, for a revised odds of the player.  This will help your process and reduce 

costly misses.   

Evaluation Lenses 
If you discuss with dynasty GMs, dynasty analysts, or other people in the fantasy football 

community you will find there are three broad strategic approaches 

The first is an analytics approach. The second is a film-based approach. The third is a value-based 

approach.  

Broadly defined an analytics-based approach focuses on numbers. College production, combine 

results, professional experience, and other efficiencies found in data will formulate the analytics-

based approach to dynasty fantasy football.   

The second approach, one based on film study of college and professional players, uses this 

information to rank and create an ordering of players. This might include the stylistic fit for players 

in a given offense and the skill development of players over time.   

The third approach, a value-based approach, focuses on selecting players that are going to either 

rise or maintain market value in trading value to create the most valuable as measured by the 

market of other dynasty general managers. 

 
9 Duke, 62.   
10 Duke, 210.   
11 Wharton Moneyball Podcast, 2/5/20, https://businessradio.wharton.upenn.edu/wharton-moneyball/.  

https://businessradio.wharton.upenn.edu/wharton-moneyball/
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There is no right answer, and there should be overlap between the three approaches in dynasty 

decision making as shown in the diagram below.   

 

For example, a dynasty GMs will rarely base their strategy on analytics without some form of film-

based or value-based input to their process.  Likewise, most film based dynasty GMs will also look 

to analytics or value for a portion of their analysis.  

Former Philadelphia 76ers General Manager Sam Hinkie analogized this decision making to 

flying.  Hinkie said, “Do you want the pilot to fly on instruments or experience?  Both, as much 

as possible, and if autopilot is better for the middle 90% of the flight, autopilot.  And if the 

conditions are not, not.  The truth is you have to put your hands on the knobs a lot to manually 

override any kind of automated decision system, but you are trying to build a system that is good 

enough you do not have to do it very often, or when you do it, you know how consciously they are 

and know the risks that come with that, which is this set of data doesn’t understand the whole 

world, and so we need to be able to add context to it to make a good decision and know where it’s 

faults are, but we also need to know where our own faults are about the ways we have biases or 

the way we are shortsighted about one thing or another.”12 

Much analysis or decision making in dynasty fantasy football is one-tracked.  This could be 

looking through a value lens, film lens, or analytics lens.  When you are looking through the lens, 

keep other perspectives in mind.  This should operate as a check on your analysis.  For example, 

when one aspect of the analysis is significantly stronger than another you should regress your 

opinion toward the middle.  This is particularly true with market value.  You may look at a player 

prospect and have an opinion that is far off the market’s valuation of the player, in which case, you 

should rethink your analysis.  This is not to say you must just take a player at ADP, but think about 

why the market is so far off from your opinion.  Recognizing the market has additional information 

beyond your analysis will help reduce costly mistakes.  Where your opinion and the market value 

are far apart, splitting the difference is a humble recognition of uncertainty.   

 
12 Sam Hinkie – Data, Decisions, and Basketball, Invest Like the Best, May 22, 2018.   

Value

FilmAnalytics
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Add to Strength 
Drafting for need is one of the worst decisions you can make in dynasty fantasy football.  Situations 

can change week to week let alone year to year in ways that are difficult to imagine in advance.  

This can be helpful, leading to better situations than you expect, or harmful, leading to good 

situations being worse than you anticipated.   

The Pittsburgh Steelers exemplified good process in this realm in recent drafts.  Below is a list of 

the offensive ranks in yards per attempt, passing yards, and total yards, by the Pittsburgh Steelers 

between 2012 and 2018.  The worst Pittsburgh offense in that period was the 2012 offense, a 

season when Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger played only 13 games because of injuries.     

2018 – 13th in Y/A. – 2nd in Passing – 4th in total yards 

2017 – 8th in Y/A – 3rd in Passing – 3rd in total yards 

2016 – 13th in Y/A – 6th in Passing – 7th in total yards 

2015 – 3rd in Y/A – 3rd in Passing – 3rd in total yards 

2014 – 3rd in Y/A – 2nd in Passing – 2nd in total yards 

2013 – 12th in Y/A – 12th in Passing – 20th in total yards 

2012 – 17th in Y/A – 14th in Passing – 21st in total yards  

After the down 2012 season, the Pittsburgh offense took off, largely with the emergence of Wide 

Receiver Antonio Brown in 2013.  The 2013 team also had Emmanuel Sanders, who was targeted 

113 times, for 67 receptions, 740 yards, and 6 touchdowns before leaving the team in free agency 

for the Denver Broncos.   

After the 2012 season, the Pittsburgh Steelers selected eight wide receivers in the top four rounds 

of the NFL Draft in the next eight years: 

2013 – Markus Wheaton (3rd Round) 

2014 – Dri Archer (3rd Round) 

2014 – Martavis Bryant (4th Round) 

2015 – Sammie Coates (3rd Round) 

2017 – JuJu Smith-Schuster (2nd Round) 

2018 – James Washington (2nd Round) 

2019 – Diontae Johnson (3rd Round) 

2020 – Chase Claypool (2nd Round) 

The selections were not flawless.  Wheaton contributed but never fully broke out, similar to James 

Washington to date.  Meanwhile, Archer and Coates were special teams contributors more than 

offensive weapons.  The latest pick, Bryant, had early career success before suspension and 
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substance abuse issues derailed his career.  Ultimately, the Steelers were able to trade Bryant to 

the Raiders for a third round pick in the 2018 NFL Draft, a profit on their original fourth round 

investment cost.  In the past three classes, the Steelers have had more success.  JuJu Smith-Schuster 

caused 169 passes in his first two seasons for 2343 yards and 14 touchdowns before an injured 

shortened third season.  Johnson had a slower start, but managed more than 140 receptions and 

1500 yards in his first two seasons, while Claypool scored 11 total touchdowns as a rookie.   

The benefit of the strategy was to allow Pittsburgh ultimate flexibility.  They were able to let 

Sanders walk in free agency, trade Bryant, and later trade Brown after he derailed his career with 

behavioral issues.  Whether this strategy was a conscious decision or the wide receivers being the 

best players on the board when on the Steelers were on the clock, the Steelers continued to draft 

wide receivers despite their offense being a strength.  

This is transferable to dynasty.  Often, dynasty GMs will ask who they should draft to fill their 

need.  It is a trick question.  Instead of drafting to fill a need, draft the best players, entirely 

independent of need.  Rookies are unlikely to help you in their rookie season, so your need is 

unlikely to be solved with your rookie pick.  Instead, drafting good profiles, particularly if they 

play a position where your team is strong, will allow you to backfill your strength.  Keeping a 

strength a strength can be a critical advantage.   

This is particularly true in the trade market.  If you have a deep set of running backs and a need at 

wide receiver, drafting a running back will give you more optionality than drafting a wide receiver.  

By doubling down on your strength, you give yourself more sellable options.  This diverse set of 

options will allow you to trade for different wide receivers at different costs.  This is particularly 

true when these wide receivers are buy low candidates.  This approach will give you better odds 

of filling your need than simply taking a player in a rookie draft and hoping they are productive. 

The Longest View in the Room 
Former Philadelphia 76ers General Manager Sam Hinkie became a cult hero of the analytics 

community from his work with rebuilding the 76ers through analytics and the draft.  His long-term 

strategy became known as The Process, despite Hinkie never mentioning the phrase.  After 34 

months on the job, Hinkie resigned in a 13-page letter that was leaked to the media.  Hinkie’s 

resignation letter discusses how having the longest view in the room can be the most contrarian 

and valuable.  Two points are critical for dynasty.  First “[t]oday’s outcome for every team are 

heavily impacted by decisions past.”13  Any success you have in your dynasty league is based on 

what decisions you made in rookie drafts, two, three, four, or even more years ago.  Likewise, your 

trades and startup drafts will impact you long into the future.  As your league ages, the teams that 

continually make good decisions will compound their success.  Process will fail at times, but a 

good process, repeatedly executed, will have long-run profits for your dynasty profile.   

Second, “to take the long view has an unintuitive advantage built in – fewer competitors.”  

Contrarian strategies are valuable in a game where only one of twelve teams wins.  In a dynasty 

league, dynasty GMs will say they are looking to play long-term, yet continuously make short-

 
13 Hinkie, Samuel.  Letter to Equity Partners of Philadelphia 76ers, L.P., 6 April 2016, 

https://www.espn.com/pdf/2016/0406/nba_hinkie_redact.pdf (last accessed 1/17/21).   

https://www.espn.com/pdf/2016/0406/nba_hinkie_redact.pdf
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term decisions.  There is a desire for short-term success, which can create opportunities for long-

term valuation.   

This can be painful and difficult.  In the days before the 2020 NFL season kicked off, I received a 

trade offer to acquire Dak Prescott.  The offer I received was Dak Prescott for a starting quarterback 

and two starting running backs.  It was a big price to pay and based on my team construction left 

me with virtually no good option at RB2 on my roster.  If I made the trade, I would essentially be 

eliminating my ability to win in the near term.  However, Prescott was my QB2 entering the season 

in dynasty.  Only behind Patrick Mahomes, Prescott was an elite quarterback.  I knew by executing 

the trade I would effectively be waving the flag on any reasonable chance to win the league in 

2020, but I would have a high-end asset in future years.   

In 2021 and beyond, when I am starting Dak Prescott I will not miss Cam Newton, Todd Gurley, 

and Leonard Fournette on my roster.   

Takeaway 
Thinking strategically will allow you to sort through the noise.  This can be difficult, especially 

within the intensity of the season, trade negotiations, and drafts.  What is your goal from the 

decision you are trying to make?  Think strategically about what this goal says about your team 

and you will continue to build strong dynasty teams.   
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Chapter 2:  Scoring Points: The Formula for Winning Fantasy Games 
“The main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing.”   

Standing in front of the class on the first day of Trial Advocacy, my Professor began with a piece 

of advice that is brilliant in its rhythm, simplicity, and strategy.   

His advice for a trial was straightforward: always keep focused on the most important thing.     

This translates to any situation.  Far too often we get distracted from the main thing.  Scrolling 

through Twitter instead of finishing your work project.  Scrolling through your Podcast feed while 

sitting on a bench at the gym.  Striving for consistency instead of scoring points in your fantasy 

football league. Distractions are everywhere.  If you let them consume you, the distractions will 

become more of a focus than your main thing.  

What is your goal in your dynasty fantasy football season?  If your goal is winning your league, 

you need to score a lot of points.  Ideally, you want to score the most points in the league.  If you 

outscore your opponents on the season, you will win more games and have better odds at winning 

your championship.   

If your goal is to win your championship, your main thing is to score points. A lot of points.  Any 

other thing is Twitter or your Podcast feed.   

In the 2020 Edition of The Analytics of Dynasty, I concluded that in-season team consistency is a 

myth.  Not surprisingly, I found scoring points was by far the most predictive factor in actually 

winning fantasy football games.  That might sound elementary and obvious, but it highlights why 

scoring points should be your main thing.   

For your team to score more points, you naturally need your players to score more points.  What 

matters is how many points a player scores, not the order in which they score those points.  This 

can be difficult to accept, but there is value in rejecting the narrative that consistency in player 

scoring matters.   

One critical factor to this concept is the lack of predictiveness of consistency, particularly at the 

wide receiver position, where the consistency narrative is so prevalent.  To demonstrate the lack 

of week-to-week consistency, the best tool is the standard deviation of weekly scoring.  Standard 

deviation measures how variant a player's weekly scoring is from their weekly average.  High 

standard deviations indicate a wide receiver with large fluctuations in week-to-week scoring.  

These are commonly called “boom bust” wide receivers.  On the other hand, low standard 

deviations indicate smaller fluctuations in week-to-week scoring.  These are commonly referred 

to as “consistent” wide receivers.  By comparing standard deviations year over year, you can 

determine if players are actually consistent in their weekly scoring.   

To do this, wide receivers with 50 targets in consecutive years between 2008 and 2018 were used 

as the sample, and regressions were run to determine the correlation between weekly variance 

between years.  Below is a graph of the standard deviation in year one compared to year two.   
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The r-squared is .0944, meaning that 9.4% of the variance in the second season standard deviation 

is explained by the standard deviation from the first year.  In other words, other factors explain 

nearly ten times the amount of the second year variance than the standard deviation from the first 

year.  At higher thresholds, the standard deviation is even less predictable.  For example, using 

100 targets in consecutive years, the first-year standard deviation has an r-squared of .0336 

explaining 3.4% of the second year standard deviation.  The likely reason is lower targeted players 

produce fewer points, creating fewer opportunities for fluctuations in weekly scoring.   

This is low, especially when compared to other stats.  For example, 18.8% of the seasonal finishes 

in the sample were explained by the prior season’s finish.  Total points were more predictive, as 

25.5% of total PPR scoring is explained by the prior season’s PPR points.   

Amongst the best bets in year to year consistency is targets as 30% of targets are explained by the 

prior season’s targets.  This is important as targets explain 22% of the following season’s points 

and 26.4% of the following season’s points per game.  Points per game explain 36.8% of the 

following season’s points per game.   

In short, consistency is much less predictive than important stats like points and targets. 

Yet, every year there are publications and analyses which preach the importance of in-season 

consistency.  These argue in favor of giving up points for the sake of more consistent week to week 

scoring.   

Understanding Margin of Victory 
A conclusion of the 2020 Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty was consistency is a myth.  One 

common retort to this finding was if your team is inconsistent, your team will lose close games.  

In short, there is no evidence to support this claim.   

Much of the scoring analysis in the 2020 Edition was on start one scoring systems with 10 starters 

including a quarterback, one running back, three wide receivers, one tight end, two standard flex 

players, one kicker, and one defense.   
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With the more robust sample of Superflex leagues populating the dynasty fantasy football space, 

there is now a sufficient sample of Superflex rosters to analyze.  The lineups for the Superflex 

sample include one quarterback, two running backs, three wide receivers, one tight end, one 

Superflex, and two flex players.  The scoring was 6 PT passing touchdown but otherwise stock 

PPR scoring and 2 PPR for tight ends.  This generated a sample of 26 leagues and 312 teams with 

this scoring format.  

The average weekly score across the sample was 141.78 points per game with a median score of 

141.86 points per game.  The average team had a standard deviation of 28.94.  This means you can 

expect 95% of the average team’s weekly scores to be between 83.91 and 199.66.  That is a range 

of 115.74 points in which you would expect to find 95% of the average team’s weekly scores.   

Notably, there is no significance between a team’s average weekly points and the standard 

deviation of their weekly scoring.   

 

That means high scoring teams and low scoring teams are equally likely to be high and low 

variance.   

Likewise, there is no relationship between regular-season wins and standard deviation.   
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Simply put, there is nothing to suggest consistent teams are better than inconsistent teams.   

The myth of consistency is rooted in the fear of a close loss.  The fear is if your “boom bust” wide 

receiver busts in a week, you may lose that week all because the wide receiver failed to live up to 

expectations.  The data suggests that is a solution in search of a problem. This is because most 

fantasy games are not close.   

Below is a graph of the scoring margin of each game on the horizontal (x-axis) compared to the 

cumulative percentage of games on the vertical (y-axis).  The vertical axis is simply how many 

games were decided by the scoring margin or less.  For example, 17.85% of games were decided 

by 10 points or less, which is reflected in the graph.  The median is 30 points, meaning half of the 

games were decided by more than 30 points and half were decided by less than 30 points.   
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The pie chart below shows an even better representation of the margin of victory in games.  

17.85% of games were decided by less than 10 points, while more than a quarter (26.87%) were 

decided by 50 points or more.   

  

This is an important point.  On average only 2.3 of the games a team played in the fantasy 

regular season were decided by 10 points or less, while 3.5 were decided by more than 50 points. 

However, the market feels games are closer than they are in reality.   

Below is a poll I conducted asking dynasty GMs what percentage of games are decided by more 

than 20 points.   

 

The correct answer is 65.29%, which only 17.4% of the respondents chose.  6.5% of respondents 

answered more than 75%, while 76.1% answered significantly less than the correct answer.  This 

is important as dynasty GMs are anticipating games being closer, which biases them towards 

factors other than scoring maximum points they can in a season.  With few games decided by small 

margins, you can dispel the fear a single player busting will lose you a week.   
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Close Game Performance 
“But how do teams perform in close games?”  

A team’s scoring margin is the average point differential between your team and your weekly 

opponents in the regular season.  Overall, there was a high correlation between a team’s average 

scoring margin and their all play win percentage.  Below is a graph showing the average scoring 

margin on the vertical axis with the all play win percentage on the horizontal axis.   

 

There is an r-squared of .7839, meaning 78.39% of the average scoring margin is explained by the 

all play win percentage.  All other factors explain 21.61% of the scoring margin.  In other words, 

your scoring performance is almost four times as impactful as every other factor combined.   

Something curious happens in close games where there is a notable lack of relationship between 

records and close game record.  For example, in games decided by less than 10 fantasy points, 

there was an insignificant relationship (r-squared .0248), between all play win percentage and the 

winning percentage in the close games.   
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In short, the winning percentage in close games is virtually random.  This is similar to the 

phenomenon in the NFL where close games are largely a random outcome.14   

Likewise, there is no correlation between the winning percentage of close games and a team’s 

standard deviation.   

 

The bottom line is there is no evidence to suggest that variance is bad.  Is it reassuring to score the 

same amount of points each week?  Perhaps.  But that is not the reality of fantasy football and 

sacrificing the main thing for consistency, which does not correlate with winning, is only 

submarining your chances to win.   

 
14 Ty Schalter, Not All Close NFL Wins Were Actually Close, https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/not-all-close-nfl-

wins-were-actually-close/ (Last accessed 9/28/20).   

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/not-all-close-nfl-wins-were-actually-close/
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/not-all-close-nfl-wins-were-actually-close/
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Exploiting the Narrative 
A market that is driven by flawed narratives is ripe for exploitation.  This is certainly the case with 

high variance players.   

Below is a poll I conducted on Twitter asking respondents if a wide receiver who has eight top 24 

weekly finishes during the season is “boom bust”.15 

 

The split is nearly even with 49.4% agreeing with the moniker the player is “boom bust”, while 

50.6% find the player is not “boom bust”.   

Since 2008 there have been 185 wide receivers who have produced at least eight top 24 weeks at 

the wide receiver position.  Of that 185, all 185 have finished in the top 30 of seasonal scoring at 

the wide receiver position.  181 of the wide receivers finished in the top 24 of the position.  The 

last time a wide receiver has finished with eight or more top 24 weekly finishes and finished 

outside the top 24 in seasonal finishes was in 2015.   

Despite the reality that eight top 24 weeks are a robust fantasy output, there are segments of the 

dynasty marketplace that underprice the result.   

Similar to the above poll, I asked if a player finishes with eight top 24 weeks, is that a good or a 

bad season? 

 
15 Forgive the typo in the tweet. 
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Almost one-third (32.3%) of respondents said that was a bad season.  While a minority, this data 

indicates there are at least a couple of owners in your league misunderstanding wide receiver 

production.  This opens opportunities for exploiting the trade market to acquire these “boom bust” 

wide receivers as there is a significant portion of the market that may sour on them.   

Measuring Starts 
A common series of questions in September is “am I a contender or should I begin rebuilding?”  

“I’m 1-2 should I rebuild?” “I’m 2-1 should I be all in?”.   

Context to these decisions is crucial and can be found in where your team ranks in points scored.  

Notably, your team rank in points scored in the thirteen-week fantasy regular season explains 

60.6% of where your team ranks in record in the fantasy regular reason.  That is a good but not 

exact predictor.  Put another way, 39.6% of your regular season rank in record will be explained 

by something other than your total points scored.  This is likely luck of opponents or variance that 

goes into the one-off nature of games in a week to week schedule.    

One thing to consider is when your standing in points will be predictive of your full season rank 

in wins.  After week one, the ranking in points explained 17.38% of final wins standings.  

Considering that is only 8.3% of the season, there is more than twice as much signal in your week 

one points than the size of the season week one represents.   

When you look at weeks one through three, your point rankings will explain 30.98% of your full-

season win rank.  This is more than half of what the full season points will explain about your full-

season win rank.  In short, weeks four through 13 explain about the same amount of information 

as the first three weeks of the season.  The explanation is especially strong for the teams in the top 

or bottom quarter of the league.  Teams in the middle at this point of the standings saw significant 

variance in their final season win rank.  In other words, teams that are very good or very bad 

through three weeks will likely find themselves similarly situated after week 13.   
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The first three weeks are significant, as only two other three week spans of scoring, week 6 through 

8 (31.77%) and week 8 through 10 (35.81%), explained more about the final season win total than 

week one through three.  The knowledge about your team is more valuable after three weeks as 

you will be able to act on this information more than a month before the week 6 through 8 and 

week 8 through 10 results occur.   

Teams with good performances to start the season perform better in season-long wins.  For 

example, 74% of teams in the top half of total points after week three won 7 or more games in the 

fantasy regular season.  That was more than twice the amount of teams outside the top six in points 

after week 3 who finished with 7 or more wins (35%).   

 

Of course, these results have data from the first three weeks baked in, however, when you solely 

look at the remainder of the season, clear trends emerge.  53% of teams in the top half of points 

after week three won six or more games in the final 10 weeks.  This compares to only 30% of 

teams in the bottom half of points after week three to do so.   

 

This has real consequences, especially when looking at the playoff appearance rate of teams by 

regular-season wins.  In the sample, teams with 6 regular season wins made the playoffs 37% of 

the time.  An additional win improved a team's odds of making the playoffs to 55%, while all teams 

with 8 or more wins made the playoffs.  No teams with less than 6 wins made the playoffs.   
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If you are a one or even two-win team in the bottom half of the league after week three, you are 

looking at a hard path to the playoffs.   

When projecting the possibility of a turnaround, finding upside variance is important to change 

the arc of your season.  This is possible, as weeks 1-3 scoring is less predictive of week 4-13 

scoring than you might imagine.   

Below is a graph of the average points in week 1-3 on the horizontal (x) axis compared to the 

average points in week 4-13 on the vertical (y) axis.  With an r-squared of only .22, there is 78% 

of the week 4 through 13 scoring explained by something other than your performance in the first 

three weeks.  

 

 

The standard error on the average week 1-3 points scored is 14.23, meaning 68% of teams will 

score within 14.23 points of their week 1-3 average, while 95% will score within 28.46 points of 

their week 1-3 average in the rest of the season.   

How is this information valuable?  At the extremes, you can have good confidence in your team’s 

trajectory.  If you are a top 2 team after three weeks, you should feel very confident about making 

the playoffs.  If on the other hand, you are bad after week 3 you should look to rebuild.   

When evaluating your team, be very critical about how things will change.  Your team is unlikely 

to be the same in week 10 as it was in week 3, but understanding how and why things could change 

is a critical decision-making process to go through.  If your team is built with a deep bench of 

developing wide receivers, your range of outcomes is more narrow than a team built with backup 

quarterbacks or backup running backs who could see their fortunes change quickly in the event of 

an injury to a starter.   
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Framing the remainder of your season through this lens will give you a better foundation to make 

critical contending versus building decisions.  If you are stuck without a potential season-changing 

roster option, consider a trade, or begin to rebuild your roster for the future.   

Rule of 8 
One concept from earlier editions of The Analytics of Dynasty was the Rule of 7.  The Rule of 7 

stated for every 7 points you increased your average points per game during the fantasy regular 

season you win an extra game.  The initial Rule of 7 finding was based on one quarterback leagues 

with starting requirements of one quarterback, one running back, three wide receivers, one tight 

end, two flex positions, one kicker, and one defense.   

With the increasing popularity of Superflex leagues, a similar currency is important.  Below is the 

average points per game for the 312 teams in the sample on the horizontal (x) axis compared to 

the all play winning percentage on the vertical (y) axis.  The r-squared of the data was .9453, 

meaning 94.53% of all play win percentage was explained by your average points scored.   

 

The marginal value of a win was 104 points, or 8 points per game, under these Superflex settings. 

The standard deviation was 3.5% of all play win percentage, or .455 all play wins.  This means 

68% of teams performed within .455 wins of the all play record expected by their points.  Further, 

95% of teams performed within 7% of the all play record, or within .91 wins.   

There is of course more variance when you only play one team each week.  The r-squared between 

all play win percentage in the sample and the actual wins was .70, meaning all play win percentage 

explained 70% of a team’s regular-season wins.  The standard deviation was 1.33, meaning 68% 

of teams performed within 1.33 actual wins of their predicted all play wins, and 95% of teams 

performed within 2.66 actual wins of their predicted all play wins.  By playing individual teams 

each week, instead of playing everyone each week, there is 2.9 times as much variance. 

The Rule of 8 is critical to understand as a decision-making tool.  In all aspects of dynasty fantasy 

football, you can make decisions influenced by the Rule of 8.  If you are making a trade to improve 
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your team, understand you need to improve by 8 points per game for the entire regular season to 

expect an extra win.   

The equation changes as the season progresses because you will have fewer games for the trade to 

make an impact.  For these decisions, apply the Rule of 104.  During the season, you will need to 

improve by 104 total points to add a win.  For example, if you are looking at trade options after 

week three you will need a 10.4 point per game improvement to your lineup to add another win 

over the last 10 weeks of the season.   

The rules are also valuable if you are trading away a player, but have replacement options that are 

only a point or two less in expectation per week.  In this scenario, you are losing less than a quarter 

of a win over the length of the season.   This creates a good opportunity to arbitrage players and 

extract extra assets for similarly performing players.   

Takeaways 
The main thing during your season is to score as many points as you can.  Concern yourself less 

with the consistency of weekly performance and more with good player profiles and production.  

Using the Rule of 8 and Rule of 104 will help guide your decision making process if you are 

looking to change your team’s trajectory before or during the season. 
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Chapter 3: Roster Retention Rates 
By Contributor Chad Parsons 

A critical difference between redraft and dynasty fantasy football league is the ability to roster a 

player year over year.  This introduces the age of a player as a significant topic of debate in player 

valuation.  The impact of player age on production and market value is one of the more debated 

topics in dynasty fantasy football.  

One key aspect of addressing age – beyond age curves, peak production windows, and decline – 

is how likely a player is to even be on a dynasty roster when the age curve, production window, 

and decline probabilities shift. Enter Roster Retention. 

Roster Retention 

One of the game-changing research projects I did in the 2020 offseason was looking at Roster 

Retention rates, by position and overall, for dynasty franchises. When drafting a startup draft or 

the annual league rookie draft owners have visions of a 10-year dynasty player dancing in their 

heads as a core asset and lineup stalwart. However, the odds of this prolonged single-team usage 

are razor-thin.  

Like assessing the probability of winning a league championship in a given season, most dynasty 

GMs inflate the odds of any particular player being on their roster 1, 2, or even 3 years from the 

present.  Between flame-out players who are dropped and dynasty trading, there are many hurdles 

a player needs to clear to make it even a full calendar year on the same dynasty roster they began.  

To study Roster Retention, data was collected about whether a player was on the same dynasty 

roster each of the next four years.  The data, collected from dozens of leagues, ranging in depth 

and format type, is shown in the chart below. 

 

Nearly half of the typical dynasty roster is churned out annually. Despite the long-term nature of 

dynasty, no position is higher than 60% of roster retention one year into the future.  By these 

numbers, which did not vary by league depth or format, 13-14 players would be retained of a 25-

man roster for 12 months forward from any point in time. Fast-forward another 12 months – now 

two years removed from the first data point collection – and roughly 33% of the typical dynasty 

roster remains intact. This would be roughly eight players from the original 25-man example 

roster. 

Significantly, there is little difference between running back and wide receiver.  Wide receivers 

are retained slightly more than running backs at each yearly checkpoint, but only a 2% to 4% 
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advantage.  Many dynasty fantasy football strategies stress the advantages of the longevity of wide 

receivers, however, in practice, wide receivers are not retained on rosters at a significantly higher 

rate.   

The data suggests dynasty fantasy football has a similar arc to the NFL.  The first 12 to 24 months 

are the most critical threshold for long-term retention.  As time goes on, fewer players will be 

retained, yet as time progresses, the pace of players leaving rosters slows as the data curve flattens 

thereafter. The best position for roster retention in year two was quarterbacks at 40%.  Only 30% 

of running backs, 33% of wide receivers, and 31% of tight ends are retained after two years.   

Once players reach the two-year mark, players stabilize in retention rate as the curve flattens for 

players beyond the two-year mark, containing mostly overt core-level players and highly drafted 

rookies still in their development stage or entering core status. 

Positionally, notice how quarterback and wide receiver have higher Retention Rates than running 

back, but not as much as dynasty owners would naturally assume. The mantra of building out a 

core of insulated wide receivers and a quarterback (especially in premium formats) is generally 

not supported through the data of retained players and duration.  

Also, running backs are viewed as a highly transient position dynasty fantasy football. The idea is 

the entire canvas of NFL depth charts is reborn annually at running back to a much higher level 

than other positions.  Critically, the Roster Retention data does not reflect this.  While NFL depth 

charts are malleable at the position, running backs are of similar resiliency as other positions.  

Segmenting the data into premium formats for quarterbacks in Superflex and tight end premium 

in 1.5 PPR did not show a notable uptick in Retention Rate. The additional roster spots used for 

those positions are of no higher stickiness year-over-year than in stock PPR and/or start-1 formats.  

For example, in Superflex leagues with deeper rosters, the Retention Rate for quarterbacks was 

53% for 12 months and 32% for 24 months, which is actually LOWER than their 1QB format 

counterpart formats in the study. The TE-premium formats were 47% retained for 12 months and 

34% for 24 months, which were essentially the same as a 1.0 PPR across the board format for the 

position. 

Action Plan 

The action plan and mindset adjustment for dynasty owners are to view different players through 

different prisms on a roster and be more open to a blend of old, young, and everything in between 

regarding age curves. Each has a place on a successful dynasty roster from the vantage point of 

cost. A commonly used phrase for the older, productive player is a Bridge Option or Bridge Player, 

meaning they bridge the gap to your next young up-and-coming hopeful producer as the veteran 

erodes or dwindles from lineup relevancy. 

Age is absolutely a factor and a critical one when assessing and projecting dynasty player market 

value. The key part of the sentence is market value. This is only part of the equation. The other is 

roster and lineup value for a player – this is a player’s value to YOUR franchise and lineup. On a 

balanced and competitive dynasty team, there is more than enough room for a cross-section of a 

roster to be far more valuable to your lineup than the fickle and highly league-dependent ecosystem 
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of the dynasty marketplace and trading flea market. If anything, some of the best deals in the 

dynasty trading platform annually (via startup drafts or offseason trading) are the older players 

with durable historical profiles with better probabilities to keep producing than their cost.  

One of the biggest adjustments as an analyst I have made as a result of this study is adjusting the 

prism of age, Roster Retention, and the accompanying longevity factors for player value. If close 

to half of your roster will be gone, via the waiver wire or trading, 12 months from now and 60-

70% will be shed in some fashion 24 months from now, viewing every player with a long-term 

lens of “how do I value and project them 3-4-5 years from now” is an inefficient and off-the-mark 

use of dynasty time. Outside of a deep rebuild, a player’s age should be valued within the Roster 

Retention scope and peak production windows. This means the steep premiums on a 22-year-old 

wide receiver compared to a 25-26-year-old wide receiver should be suppressed or nearly 

eliminated as one example in practice. If anything with wide receivers and tight ends being later 

peak windows, a mid-20s proven wide receiver offers more punch within a 2-3 year window than 

a 21-year-old still on the developmental track without the proven history of production. 

Roster Tier System 

As a result, one method I have used to assess dynasty rosters is the Tier 1-2-3 system. Tier 1 are 

players expected to be on your roster (outside of trading them) at least 24 months from now. These 

are core-type players and typically first round rookie picks and select second round rookie picks. 

Tier 1 can include older players on strong production tracks and outlooks.  

Tier 2 includes players who project on your roster 12 months from now, but iffy at best for 24+ 

months into the future. These can be players who are young and developing with Tier 1 potential 

and are second or third round rookie picks. They can also be fading players previously from Tier 

1 or rising players from Tier 3. Upcoming NFL free agents are another subset for Tier 2 if lacking 

current Tier 1 production and/or talent. 

Finally, Tier 3 players are the roster-churn zone of a dynasty roster. These are later-round rookie 

or startup draft types, situational plays in-season, or offseason plays to see how a depth chart or 

opportunity develops in a short-term window. 

Tier 3 players are flip trade opportunities, lottery tickets, or streaming options for your lineup. 

Good examples include low-end backup quarterbacks and running backs in season.  Dynasty GMs 

who collect rookie picks annually need a drove of Tier 3 players, otherwise, the consistent roster 

crunch at rookie draft time will be an uphill challenge. 

Ideally, a dynasty roster has all three tiers present with a quality blend at any point in time. Aim 

for a healthy mix of all three. For example, if heavy on Tier 2 options compared to Tier 1, assess 

if packaging two together for a single Tier 1 player helps the roster balance. If heavy on Tier 1 

options (congrats!), the goal is to add more Tier 1 players as the primary focus. Annually, seek 1-

2 select trades to use non-Tier 1 assets (or the lowest-end Tier 1 players) to add an auto-start and 

high-end player.  

If rebuilding or turning around an ailing orphan roster littered with Tier 3 players, take the step-

by-step approach. It starts with a single cornerstone Tier 1 player, ideally with a longer-term 
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projection to allow the rest of your roster to catch up for contention. Then two, three, and beyond. 

Unless you see Tier 1 potential-upside from a Tier 2-3 asset, then once Tier 2-3 assets gain trade 

viability look to package them or sell them for Tier 1 potential or picks to offer the same possibility.  

Being aware of the natural dynasty roster attrition annually emboldens an owner to make moves, 

both big and small. Every player is for sale, for the right price, and to be completely flexible with 

Tier 3 roster spots from the waiver wire to attack situational and short-term opportunities for 

streamers and flip players. 
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Chapter 4: Rookie Value Strategies 
The 2020 Edition of the Analytics of Dynasty had two chapters devoted to rookie valuations.  The 

Base Rates chapter looked at players by position, draft pedigree, and experience in the NFL to 

determine their likelihood of an initial fantasy hit.  The Density chapter focused on players who 

already hit to determine their depth, or density, of overall career success.  Those chapters are 

foundational to understanding and valuing rookie profiles.  Researching and understanding those 

two chapters has completely changed the way I look at and value players.   

The findings of those chapters are similar to the framing of a house.  By knowing the size, layout, 

and location of the house, you can ballpark estimate how much the house costs.  The interior 

decorations, appliances, and furnishings may move that value, similar to the way role, athleticism, 

and quality of offense changes the value of different players with similar profiles.  Focusing on 

the fundamentals of player profiles will give you a reasonable starting point for what to expect of 

a player’s career before you move valuations up or down based on more specific facts about each 

player.   

This chapter will take the chapters from the 2020 Edition to another level, by considering early 

career arcs and market valuations to identify early-career buy and sell profiles.   

Rookie Hit Rates 
A foundational piece to understanding rookie odds and valuations is the hit rates of rookies by 

position and round in the NFL Draft.   

Below is a chart showing the percentage of players, by position and NFL draft round, to produce 

a fantasy starter seasonal in the first four years of their career.  Going forward, these first four 

years will be called a rookie contract.16  Players are considered a hit by different thresholds.  The 

measurement is a top 12 seasonal finish for quarterbacks17 and tight ends.  The measure is a top 

24 seasonal finish for running backs and wide receivers.   

 
16 First round NFL Draft picks have a fifth year team option, which is not included in the use of the term rookie 

contract.  Rookie contract is simply used as a term to define the first four years of a player’s career to simplify the 

verbiage of this chapter.  
17 6 point passing touchdown scoring.   
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Running backs are king, with 89% of first round running backs producing a top 24 seasonal finish 

during their rookie contract.  52% and 62% of second and third round running backs have done so, 

respectively.  By way of contrast, wide receivers are substantially less likely to hit.  Only 52% of 

first round wide receivers have hit for a top 24 seasonal finish during their rookie contract.  Less 

than one third (31%) of second round wide receivers have hit during their rookie contract, while 

14% of third round wide receivers have hit.  Day three is a historically bad bet for rookie wide 

receivers. 

Four out of five tight ends have produced a top 12 seasonal finish during their rookie contract.  

This is more than twice the hit rate of second round tight ends (37.5%).  Notably, second (35%), 

third (27%), and fourth (29%) round tight ends produce similar hit rates during their rookie contract 

before a stark drop in hit rates later in the draft.  

The multiple-hit rate, or two starter seasons during their rookie contract, is shown in the graph 

below. 
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If you are looking for early dense production, running back is your best bet.  The first two days of 

the NFL Draft at running back produce the three highest likelihoods of multiple starter seasons 

during their rookie contract.  Simply put, running backs offer quick and significant returns, far 

outpacing any other position.  If you randomly selected third round running backs between 2008 

and 2016, you would have had a better chance of selecting multiple hit players in the first four 

years of their career than first round wide receivers. 

While hit rate is important, the height of the hit is also important, as top half of the position hits 

can have bigger WORP impacts on your team.  Below is a graph of the top half hit rates.  For 

quarterbacks and tight ends, that is a top 6 seasonal finish.  For running backs and wide receivers, 

this is a top 12 seasonal finish.   

 

Running backs hit three of the top five likeliest subsets.  First round running backs are nearly twice 

as likely (56%) to produce a top 12 seasonal finish that first round wide receivers (30%), while 
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second round running backs (35%) also out produce first round wide receivers.  25% of first round 

quarterbacks have produced a top 6 seasonal finish, which is marginally above third round running 

backs (24%) and second round wide receivers (21%).   

A couple of observations are critical.  Running backs selected in the third through sixth round, are 

more than twice as likely to produce a top 24 seasonal finish than a top 12 seasonal finish.  This is 

an indication of a limited ceiling player.  For instance, third round running backs produced multiple 

top 24 seasonal finishes in the first four years of their career (38%) at a markedly higher rate than 

one top 12 seasonal finish (24%).  The same is true for first round tight ends, who are four times 

more likely to hit for a top 12 seasonal finish (80%) than a top 6 seasonal finish (20%) 

The multiple top half hits are a rare threshold as shown in the graph below.   

 

About a quarter of first and second round running backs hit for at least two top 12 seasonal finishes 

during their rookie contracts. Tight ends are unlikely to hit elite status early in their career, while 

first round wide receivers (18%) are the third-best subset of players.  While first round wide 

receivers compare similarly to lower pedigree running backs at single hit and multiple top 24 hit 

thresholds, as the thresholds get higher, their pedigree presents higher ceilings.  However, keep in 

mind this is only a marginal advantage, and should not be seen as a reason to move away from 

more likely outcomes where running backs far outproduce wide receivers.  Also of note, only 4% 

of first round quarterbacks have hit for multiple top 6 seasonal finishes in the rookie contacts.  If 

drafting in 2021, keep these expectations in mind when selecting Trevor Lawrence or other 

quarterbacks in rookie drafts.     

Rookie Draft Valuation 
While production is important, the cost to any player profile is critical.  This section will help you 

identify where players are target or avoid players in rookie drafts and reasonable profit 

expectations in the trade market.  Below is a graph showing the rookie draft ADP of quarterbacks, 

running backs, wide receivers, and tight ends in start 1QB rookie draft ADP from 2008 through 

2016 
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.   

 

First round running backs are the gold standard, averaging pick 3.1218 in rookie drafts.  This is 

significantly better than first round wide receivers who average pick 7.56 in rookie drafts and a 

recognition of the fact there are more wide receivers than running backs selected in the first round 

of the NFL Draft.     

The drop in draft pedigree is critical and potentially exploitable for day two running backs.  Second 

round running backs are selected on average at 7.32 in rookie drafts.  Third round running backs 

are selected at 19.13, nearly a full round of discount.  In terms of hit rate, there has not been a 

significant difference between the two rounds in the 2008-2016 sample.  This is likely a result of 

small sample size because since 2000 second round running backs have outperformed third round 

running backs.   

This data is critical in understanding rookie values.  Take for example David Montgomery.  As a 

third round NFL Draft pick, Montgomery finished his rookie draft with an ADP of 3.58, 15.55 

picks over the average third round pick. The change in value was dramatic for Montgomery.  

Despite finishing as RB22 in his rookie season, in 2020 startup drafts he was drafted amongst the 

late first round rookie picks.  By reaching in 2019 rookie classes, you paid the price in 2020 

valuation.  Trading down or selecting a player with a better NFL Draft pedigree, like Miles 

Sanders, would have been the better value strategy.   

Similar trends develop for the startup ADP of rookies.  Below is a chart of the startup ADP of 

rookies between 2008 and 2016.    

 
18 A typical pick would be the 1.03 rookie pick, but the fractional information is important.   
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First round running backs are on average early fourth round startup draft picks.  With first round 

running backs becoming less frequent in recent years, expect this startup ADP to improve in future 

classes.  First round wide receivers (72.4) are selected ahead of second round running backs (80.4) 

despite worse hit rates, which is an advantage to exploit in your startup drafts.  Thereafter, the 

positional efficiencies correct themselves as running backs are on par or better than the round 

higher of wide receivers throughout the draft.  However, given the fact third round running backs 

significantly outproduce second round wide receivers, break ties in favor of the rookie running 

backs.  First round tight ends are on average 11th round picks as rookies, but more than four full 

rounds ahead of second round tight ends.  This is on par with third round running backs and second 

round wide receivers.   

The average change in value from their rookie season to their second-year startup ADP also points 

to third round running backs as undervalued rookie assets.  Below is a chart of the average change 

in rookie and second-year startup ADP valuations.   

 

Third round rookie running backs improve by an average of 27.2 startup spots in year two.  Wide 

receivers in the first four rounds of startup drafts improve, but by less than seven picks on average.  

First round tight ends lose value on average (-2.6), while second (20.4) and third (26.8) round tight 

ends improve on average.  Despite the changes, first round tight ends still see a three round 

advantage on average over second round tight ends in startup valuation in their second season.   

The percentage of players who improve in value from their rookie season to their second season 

is important and shown below. 
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There is a linear relationship at wide receiver.  Only first (58%) and second (51%) round wide 

receivers improve in startup valuation while there is a steady decline through the seventh round 

where only 18% of wide receivers increase in valuation.  On the other hand, 71% of third round 

running backs improve in startup valuation.  Early round tight ends are low probability bets to 

increase valuation as 40% of first round tight ends and 41% of second round tight ends see a rise 

in ADP, but when second round tight ends improve in valuation, they see a large uptick.  First 

round quarterbacks are good bets to return value (75%), while second round quarterbacks are bad 

bets to return value (36%).   

On average, day three rookies are bad bets to improve in valuation and when there is a moment to 

sell them at a rise in valuation, this is a good expected value deal.   

Rookie Value Arcs 
One of the critical narratives in dynasty fantasy football is player value movements.  This is critical 

to identifying sell windows.  This section is an analysis of rookies between 2008 and 2016 tracking 

their odds of being over their rookie season startup ADP in the second, third, and fourth years of 

their career.  

Below is a chart of the percentage of quarterbacks who were above their rookie season startup 

ADP over the next three years of their career.   
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The most likely subset of rookies to improve in startup valuation is first round quarterbacks.  75% 

of first round quarterbacks have improved in startup valuation between year one and year two.  

There is a drop in the next two years, with only half above rookie startup valuation in year three 

and 38% in year four.  This indicates a potential sell window in the offseason before the second 

season as the percentage of quarterbacks over rookie startup pick valuation is cut in half over the 

next 24 months as production profiles solidify.  This is a stark reminder that buying first round 

quarterbacks on small sample sizes is a dangerous value and production proposition.  Instead, look 

for discount first round quarterbacks in rookie drafts, with the potential to flip a profit after the 

year. 

Second round quarterbacks are unlikely bets to return value in the second year but 55% of second 

round quarterbacks return value in year three, the second-best bet amongst quarterbacks.   

Running backs in the first two rounds are nearly 50-50 bets on improving value after their first 

season.  Notably, the second round running backs who increased in value had a rookie startup draft 

ADP of 43.2 while those that dropped had a rookie startup draft ADP of 35.0.  This is an indication 

that paying up for running backs because they will go up in valuation is a mistake.   
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Third round running backs are amongst the best risers in valuation.  There is a near seven round 

difference in startup valuation between second round rookie running backs and third round rookie 

running backs.  Considering there is not a significant difference in rookie hit rate (11.4% to 8.1%), 

the third round running back profile is an intriguing arbitrage opportunity, particularly at a full 

round discount in rookie drafts.   

A low percentage of day three picks see an uptick in value year over year, so when a “moment in 

time” presents a value rise, they are generally good sell candidates.  These moments can occur in 

the event of an injury to a starter or other news that positively influences their value.  In 2020, 

selling Joshua Kelley, after a quick start along with an injury to starter Austin Ekeler, is a prime 

example of how to exploit this information.  

Wide receivers may be the most cautionary situation.  Over half of the wide receivers drafted in 

the first round of the NFL Draft maintain their startup valuation in each of the first three offseasons.  

Second round picks are wildly different.  Over half of second round wide receivers maintain their 

valuation into the second year (51%), but that plummets in year three and four (28% for each year).  

Put another way, second round wide receivers are nearly as insulated in the first offseason as first 

round wide receivers but the honeymoon period is brief on average. By reference, 16% of the 

second round wide receivers hit in the first three years, so if you are not hitting in the first three 

years, there is a low chance they will be above their startup valuation during the fourth offseason.   
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Day three wide receivers are losing valuations.  While they retain their value more than they hit, 

they are generally falling knives in both production and valuation.  This is a stark example of how 

a productive struggle based strategy, focusing on developmental wide receivers from deep in the 

NFL Draft, is a disastrous strategy.    

The sample of tight ends is small, but there are some important trends.  First, second, and fourth 

round tight ends all have a better likelihood to return value in year three than year two, while the 

remainder of tight ends are value losing propositions.   

 

The best performance of tight ends in year two is for third-rounders, as 59% improve in startup 

valuation.  As a general rule, instead of drafting tight ends high in rookie drafts, you can get a 

discount in the next 12 months, with the opportunity for an uptick in valuation over the following 

12 months.  If this cannot be realized in existing leagues because the trade market does not 

materialize, startup drafts are a good opportunity to capitalize on this trend.  The data suggests first 
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round tight ends are overvalued as rookies with a market overcorrection in the next offseason 

leading to value in year two.   

One last critical value feature is the value rebound rate.  Value rebound rate measures what 

percentage of players that lose value after year one, return above their rookie startup ADP after 

year two. This question is critical to understanding which types of profiles are good buy-low 

candidates in the hopes of a rebound above their rookie season valuation.   

 

 

Value rebound rate solidifies the proposition that first round tight ends are a value in the second 

offseason.  67% of first round tight ends who lose value after their rookie season recapture that 

value in year three.  Outside of first round tight ends players who lose value \after year two are 

unlikely to rebound in valuation.  Among players selected in the first two days of the NFL Draft, 

first round running backs (44%) and third round running backs (33%) are the most likely to return 

to their rookie startup pick valuation.  Notably, no second round wide receivers have done so, a 

major red flag in buying “bounce back” players of the subset.    

Rookie Career Arcs 
The flip side of value arcs are production arcs.  These are important to understand, particularly so 

you have proper expectations when making startup and rookie draft picks.  

For quarterbacks, 55.56% of first round quarterbacks will miss in the first three years of their 

career.  Put another way, you are worse than a coin flip for a single top 12 seasonal finish in the 

first three years of their career.  The next most likely outcome for a first round quarterback is they 

hit once in their first three seasons (31%).  Only 13% hit for two or more top 12 seasonal finishes 

in their first three years of their career.   
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When broken down between top ten and non-top 10 quarterbacks, the gap is even bigger.   

 

35% of top 10 quarterbacks have missed in their first three years, while 84% of non-top 10 

quarterbacks miss in their first three years.  Coincidentally, there have been 19 quarterbacks drafted 

in the first round outside of the top 10 picks between 2000 and 2016, which is the same number of 

quarterbacks drafted in round two during that time.  More strikingly, they performed the same.  

Simply put, when you are looking at first round quarterbacks, look for top 10 quarterbacks and 

treat the non-top 10 quarterbacks like second round quarterbacks in early career arcs, which are a 

more developmental track.  There is little upside, with only one out of 19 non top 10 quarterbacks 

posting two hits in their first three years of their career.   

A significant trend in recent rookie drafts has been top 10 NFL Draft picks falling in rookie pick 

valuation.  There is a limited sample size between 2008 and 2017 with 17 quarterbacks selected in 

the top 10 picks of the NFL Draft.  However, rookie season ADP is not statistically significant at 

predicting the top 10 quarterback hit rate.  This is an indication of how unpredictable the success 

of quarterbacks is.   

This is a terrific inefficiency to exploit.  Simply put, when there is a spread in the market between 

top 10 picks in a rookie draft class, avoid the expensive player and make the discount player a 
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target player.  Call this the Josh Allen Rule.  Similar examples have been Daniel Jones and Justin 

Herbert.  While the data is start 1QB ADP, the same principle holds for Superflex leagues and 

Superflex startup drafts.   

Early career hits are much more frequent for running backs.   

 

First round running backs are evenly divided with 29% finishing with zero, one, or two hits in the 

first three years of their career.  14% have hit three times in their first three seasons, which is the 

crème de la crème.  Lesser pedigree players hit less often, with less density.  39% of second and 

third round running backs hit in the first three years of their career.  Second round running backs 

nearly mirror first round running backs in the odds of hitting for three straight seasons, while round 

three running backs are more likely to hit only once (22%) or twice (17%).  The hit rates on day 

three are minimal, and the hits are about four times as likely to be once in the first three years of 

their career than multiple hits.  When these players hit, they are easy sell profiles.  Those who 

become multiple hits are outliers so if you cash in your hit on a day three running back, you are 

ahead of the game in the long-term.   

Like first round quarterbacks, there is a massive difference between top 10 and non-top 10 picks.   
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The miss rate for non-top 10 picks (34%) is more than twice the miss rate of top 10 picks (15%) 

while 38% of top 10 picks have hit three times to start their career, which is more than 10 times 

more than the 3% of non-top 10 picks to do so.   

Wide receivers hit less frequently, with less elite density early in their career.  First round wide 

receivers hit less than 50% of the time, while only 6% of first round wide receivers have hit for 

three top 24 seasonal finishes in their first three years.  The multiple-hit rate erodes quickly for 

wide receivers as 22% of first round wide receivers hit two or more times in their first three 

seasons, compared to 11% of second round wide receivers and 3% of third round wide receivers.   

 

Perhaps the most hidden value in dynasty rookie drafts is the lack of difference between top 10 

and non-top 10 first round wide receivers.   

 

More than half of the top 10 picks in the NFL Draft have missed in the first three years of their 

career.  That is an alarmingly low hit rate.  Concerning wide receivers, the difference between top 

10 and non top 10 picks is small.  52% of the top 10 picks have missed through three years while 

56% of non-top 10 picks have missed through the first three years.  The primary difference is 

amongst the hits.  The non-top 10 picks who hit are much more likely to hit once (29%) compared 
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to the top 10 picks (16%).  On the other hand, 32% of top 10 picks hit two or more times, compared 

to 15% who hit once in their first three years.  Essentially, the odds they hit are similar but the 

odds of becoming meaningful impact players are much higher for top 10 picks.   

When there are significant differences in cost, selecting a non-top 10 wide receiver is a prudent 

investment, but requires a good game plan.  When a non-top 10 pick hits, know the density is likely 

less than a top 10 pick.  This can be a good opportunity to sell high earlier in a wide receiver’s 

career.  Notably, neither ADP nor overall ordering of the picks in the NFL Draft is statistically 

significant in predicting a Y1-3 hit for first round wide receivers.  This is a good opportunity to 

arbitrage randomness by trading down to collect falling first round wide receiver pedigree in rookie 

drafts.   

Tight ends are rare to hit for the first three years.  

 

First round tight ends are a strong bet, with two-thirds hitting at least once in the first three seasons.  

One-third of first round tight ends hit once, while one third are multiple hits.  Second round tight 

ends are nearly the opposite, as almost two thirds (64%) miss for the first three years of their career. 

21% hit once, while 11% hit twice, and only 4% hit for their first three seasons.  Third and fourth 

round tight ends perform nearly the same, with just above one in five hitting in their first three 

years of their career.  The hit rates outside of the top four rounds are minimal in the first three 

years, so these developmental tight ends are largely avoid players in rookie drafts.   

Rookie Season Hit Rates 
Rookie narratives can significantly drive value but it is important to temper expectations.  Simply 

put, rookie season hits are unlikely.  Below is a chart of the rookie hit rate organized by position 

and NFL Draft round.   
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There are two significant takeaways.  First, the hit rates are low.  The best performers, first round 

running backs, only produce a 39% rookie season hit rate.  First round running backs are more 

than twice as likely to hit in their rookie season than any other pedigree of any other position.   

The next more common hits are second round running backs (22%) and first round wide receivers 

(21%).  

This is critical to remember.  While the rookie excitement is in a full frenzy during rookie drafts, 

rookie hits are unlikely.  Outside of running backs, rookie year hits are uncommon, particularly 

after the second round.  Notably, even high pedigree tight ends are low probability bets.  Given 

the fact first round tight ends on average lose value in their rookie season, buying them in year two 

at the discount is not missing much rookie season upside.   

The effect of the rookie season hit is also notable.   

 

Running backs who hit in year one from the first two rounds of the NFL Draft slot in right at the 

turn of the first and second round of startup drafts in year two.  Interestingly, while the sample size 

is small, there is not a pedigree benefit for rookie wide receiver hits.  First round wide receiver 

rookie hits have an average ADP of 22.88 in their second year, over a half of a round better than 

second round wide receivers at 30.68.  Third round wide receivers are the best wide receiver ADP 

after a rookie season hit at 21.60.  Overall, this is consistent with prior research where a rookie 

season hit at wide receiver has shown a 60-pick jump in ADP the following offseason.  A simple 

rule of thumb to remember in season is at the premium positions of running back and wide receiver, 

you can expect third round or better startup ADP off the heels of a year one hit.  If you are thinking 

of “selling high” during the season or early in the offseason, keep this price point in mind.   
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One of the key debates in dynasty fantasy football is value versus production.  How much weight 

do you put on market value versus what weight do you put on production?  While the ADP 

improvement is important for rookies, it is critical to see the hit rate the next season.  This is called 

the repeat hit rate.   

While first round running backs have premium ADPs after rookie season hits, only 57% have 

repeated for a top 24 seasonal finish.  This is slightly below 58.70% of year one hit rate of second 

round for running backs.  The miss rate tracks similar to the serious injury rate (four or more 

consecutive missed games) each season for the top 24 running backs in ADP entering the season.  

The repeat rate for second round rookie picks is significantly higher at 100% but small sample size 

caveats apply.  Likewise, the hit rate is good for third round running backs at 50% outproducing 

their average third round startup counterparts at 45.24%. 

 

First round wide receivers who hit as rookies rebound 86% of the time in the second round of ADP 

where the historical first-year hit rate is 58.49%.  This is an improvement over running backs.  

Second round wide receivers who hit as rookies rebound 50% of the time.  The hit rates for 

quarterbacks are based on very small sample sizes as rookie year production is rare.   

A common narrative in dynasty fantasy football regards players who are up and comers.  These 

players are those who are close to hits in their rookie season, and often have a build-up of narrative 

entering year two.   

These types of players are defined as “Developmental Hits”.  For quarterbacks and tight ends, the 

rookie season threshold is a seasonal finish between 13 and 18.  For running backs and wide 

receivers, the rookie season threshold is a seasonal finish between 25 and 36.   

There are two takeaways.  First, critically, the sample size is very small, so drawing big conclusions 

from this sample of data is dangerous.  Second, the numbers are optimistic.   
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First round tight ends are the best with a 40% Developmental Hit Rate, however, the sample size 

is small.  The running back and wide receiver Developmental Hit Rate are small, hovering around 

10% in the first two rounds.  Notably, for running backs, the developmental hit rate is between 7% 

and 13% between rounds 1 and 5.     

Caution is warranted in year two for developmental hits.  First round tight ends have yet to take a 

step into a year two hit, while only 25% of quarterbacks have done so.  75% of developmental first 

round wide receivers produce a second season hit, while 100% of first round running backs in the 

sample have hit.  Notably, Sony Michel, outside the sample, is a Developmental Hit who has not 

progressed.   

 

The combination of the rookie hit and Developmental Hit Rate, called the Combined Hit Rate, is 

a good proxy of rookie fantasy viability.   
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Perhaps the biggest take away is the lack of rookie productivity.  The best odds are 50% of first 

round running backs with a combined hit.  Outside of that, the best hope is a combined hit rate for 

tight ends (40%) or first round wide receivers (33%).  When there is rookie fever before rookie 

drafts or in the preseason, temper expectations.  Likewise, be careful of narratives like “the next 

Terry McLaurin” to predict early career breakouts.  These will exist, but they are uncommon and 

the market has done a historically poor job of predicting them.   

Effect of Rookie Season Hits 
The density of rookie hits is also an important consideration.  The limited sample of 2008-2016 is 

small, so rookies from 2000 through 2016 are used for a broader sample of career arcs for rookie 

season hits.  At quarterback, the rookie season hits are rare with only six between 2000 and 2016.   

 

First round quarterbacks have been a coin flip, with two hitting in two of the next three seasons, 

while two have missed the next three seasons.  Third and fourth rounders only have had one rookie 

hit apiece.   

The running back hits are dense.   
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Only 19% of first round running backs who hit as rookies do not hit again in their rookie contract.  

Meanwhile, 51% hit at least two of the next three years, with 38% hitting in each year of their 

rookie contract.  If you have a first-round rookie running back hit, the odds are better than four to 

one they produce another hit in the next three seasons.  In fact, it is twice as likely they hit each of 

the next three seasons than they miss each of those seasons. 

The sample is smaller in round two but presents an interesting observation.  Second round running 

backs have outproduced first running backs over the next three years of their career.  The sample 

size is not big enough to say second round rookie running back hits are better than first round hits 

but suggest first round running backs do not clearly present better options among rookie hits.  Once 

they get outside the fourth year of their career, the effect of density will be higher for first round 

running backs.  

Wide receivers who hit in their rookie season have largely been binary.  They either whiff or hit 

multiple more times.  Of the 17 drafted wide receivers to hit as rookies, four have failed to hit 

again in the next three seasons, while 12 have hit at least two more times in the next three seasons.  

These represent good candidates to buy on the way up.   

 

The tight end sample is likewise small, but only one of the six rookie hits missed in the next three 

years.   
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Tight ends have historically strong density profiles, so targeting early-career hits is a prudent 

strategy, particularly over players who have not hit to date.   

Takeaways 
The idea for this chapter began in the 2020 offseason as I was trying to decide how to rank Josh 

Jacobs versus Clyde Edwards-Helaire.  On the face, both had similar profiles.  Both players were 

first round NFL Draft picks, who were less productive and less athletic than typical first round 

profiles but entered the NFL at 21 years old.   

However, there was a critical fact that distinguished the two.  Jacobs produced a rookie season hit, 

while Edwards-Helaire was a rookie.  A simple way to analyze the two was to use their prior 

profiles, or previously situated players from the past, to see the career arcs.  The Jacobs profile, 

was the first round rookie season hits entering year two.  The Edwards-Helaire profile was all first 

round rookies.  These two profiles presented a great starting point to compare Jacobs and Edwards-

Helaire over the next three seasons.  Below is a chart showing the prior hit rate for the players in 

the Jacobs profile versus the Edwards-Helaire (CEH) profile in the next three seasons.   

 

The Jacobs profile only missed 19% of the time over the next three years compared to the 29% of 

Edwards-Helaire profiles that missed during that time.  The difference in the ceiling is also stark 

as 38% of the Jacobs profiles hit for the next three seasons compared to only 14% for the Edwards-

Helaire profiles.  In addition, the Jacobs profile produced 1 WORP more than Edwards-Helaire 

during these three years.  Using this data, it was crystal clear the better profile was the Jacobs 

profile.   

This type of analysis can be extremely useful in comparing player profiles.  Using the base rates 

of these profiles can give you guideposts to follow.  Once you understand the prior odds from the 

profile, you can incorporate the additional information you know about players, but be reasonable.  

An easy way to do this is to make your own estimate of a player’s odds and compare them with 

the base rates of the player’s profile.  If they are different, think about why.  Also, compare the hit 

rates of the player’s startup ADP to your analysis and the base rates.  If there are differences, think 

critically about why.  In particular, think hard about how much different this information would 
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be than prior players in this profile.  Where there are good reasons to move toward your analysis 

or the market value of a player, you can do so.  When the player compares very similarly to past 

profiles but the value is markedly different, use the base rates as a way to find value or a sell 

candidate.   
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Chapter 5: Rookie Metrics 
By Contributor Peter Howard 

This chapter is designed to look at what is known what can be known, and what is most useful in 

evaluating college prospects entering the NFL.  There are plenty of final products out there, but 

this chapter is designed to be a foundation for your analysis. The hope is this will give you a better 

understanding of the data itself so you can judge, evaluate and maybe even develop useful 

processes of your own. 

This chapter will look at the following four themes:  

1. Draft Capital 

2. Combine Stats 

3. Production Stats 

4. Adjustments 

Each section explains the overall usefulness of each element of a rookie profile. It also highlights 

the different metrics that are useful for each position. 

In the context of rookies, the goal is to find players who will score the most points, the earliest. To 

that end, the statistics herein have been tested against points per game (PPG) through the early part 

of player’s careers. 

While not the perfect state stat, PPG, is one of the best descriptors of who has the most increase in 

dynasty value. PPG is also “sticky”, which means a player scoring a lot of points per game will 

more likely continue to do so, and vice versa.  

There are other factors. For example, Blair Andrews work on rotoviz.com suggests that efficient 

rookies, measured by Fantasy Points Over Expectation (FPOE) in their first season put them in a 

more likely group to gain more opportunity. 

But to keep it simple, the results in this chapter are based on testing college statistics against 

average PPG for players in the first three years of their career, and the first two years for running 

back. Running backs hit earlier and the rate of decay for their chance at success is faster than other 

positions. 

Draft Capital 
Draft Capital has a remarkable effect on a player’s breakout window.  At all positions draft capital, 

it is the best indicator of which players are most likely to breakout.  Breakouts are defined by 

reaching a given threshold, for example, top 12 running back in PPR, by a given point in a player’s 

career.   

Below is a table showing the percentage of quarterbacks who “hit” in the NFL in different career 

years, since 2007. From left to right, the columns include draft round range (DR), the breakout 

threshold (BO Level), position, percentage of players in the draft range to hit the threshold (DR 

Hit Rate), and the cumulative hits in the DR. The final six columns show the percentage of 

breakouts to occur by year in career.   
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Players with higher draft rounds hit at a higher rate than their lower drafted counterparts.  The year 

of breakout is also illuminating, as the lower a player is drafted, the later their breakout window. 

For example, a higher percentage of wide receiver breakouts, drafted (or undrafted) outside the 

third round happen after year three. 

As a general rule, draft capital leads all categories in increasing your chances of breaking out.  If 

you are looking to increase your odds of production, look to acquire better draft capital.  But 

remember this is largely because teams are invested in that player, not necessarily because they 

are better players. 

Ultimately, we care about points, so keep in mind lower drafted players who have good profiles 

have lower hit rates than higher drafted players.  Even good profiles, like Bryan Edwards in the 

third round of the 2020 NFL Draft, will have a difficult road to fantasy relevance compared to 

higher drafted players.   

Draft capital breakout rates: Wide Receivers 

Below is the same table, with wide receiver, expanded to show each draft round. 
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The first thing to note is that the hit rates tank from over 25% to below 5% after the third round. 

That is a huge tier break.  However, by breaking it down into career year you can see that after 

year 3, most breakouts from the first three rounds have happened while those drafted outside the 

first three rounds begin to hit at higher rates.  These low draft pedigree players have both low hit 

rates and late reveals, the definition of the roster cloggers.  

That means that players like Devante Parker who were drafted in the first round and broke out 

after year four, still have higher chances of success than lower pedigree players, but their odds of 

breakout have shrunk considerably. 

Don’t get too hung up on which percentage is marginally higher than another as the total sample 

of 76 players who have had at least 1 top 24 PPR season, and breaking those samples into smaller 

groups of draft round and career year, make much small sample sizes. 

It is important to know that the second year is the “most common” breakout year for wide receivers.   

However, the average only tells you so much and the projected hit rate should also weigh how they 

have played in the NFL to date.  For example, Parker, Will Fuller, and Corey Davis all had strong 

fifth years after struggling earlier in their career all stuck with their same team and had more than 

10 PPG in their first three years. That’s more than the likes most first round busts ever did in their 

first three years. 

Draft Capital breakout rates: Running Backs 
Below is the same table, but for the running back position, showing the hit rate from each draft 

round and the percentage of this in each career year. 
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The main difference with running backs, compared to wide receivers, is the speed with which 

breakouts drop off after year one. Breakouts in year one are common.  For example, 59.1% of first 

round breakouts happen in year one, compared to 47.1% and 41.2% for round two and three 

respectively.  If a running back from the first two days of the NFL Draft does not break out in year 

one, think critically about them heading in years two and three. We continue to see lower drafted 

players with a later breakout rate.  Day three players have later breakout tracks, so be cautious 

about drafting them with the thought they fit an immediate need. 

As shown below, the breakout window does stretch if we move to a top 12 threshold, which is 

where Derrick henry’s year 4 breakout occurred. 

 

Few players drafted outside the first three rounds break out for a top 12 PPR season at running 

back. Arian Foster is my spirit animal for a reason. However, Phillip Lindsay’s 2018 season 
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(Ranked 13th at the position) was very close and James Robinson just did it in 2020. Danny 

Woodhead, Fred Jackson, and Austin Ekeler all also achieved this.  

Draft Capital Breakout Rates: Tight Ends 
For tight ends, the threshold for a breakout is a top 12 PPG seasonal finish. 

 

Tight end is tough to draw big conclusions because the sample size of relevant players is small. 

Fewer players have broken out at tight end than any other position. In the twelve years, only 40 

players even finished in the top 12 in PRP scoring. That is a tough sample to find trends with. 

Essentially the same pattern remains, with a solid second-year breakout window between year 2 

and year 3, with a heavy first round draft capital bias. Likewise, the breakout window for players 

with lower draft capital is later.   

Combine Metrics 
In straight-up testing, combine numbers fail to predict points PPG in years one through three. In 

fact, there is almost nothing as poor at predicting fantasy points as combine metrics.  In short, 

having a faster 40 time tells you nothing about a player, or if they are better than another player.  

Athleticism certainly matters, however, combine tests do not tell you how well players apply their 

particular athletic gifts.  Also, everyone who goes to the combine is gifted athletically - compared 

to most people. Having said that, combine numbers help improve our understanding of players, 

and they are not useless, or unimportant. They just don’t predict anything by themselves.  

Ultimately like all NFL stats and traits, the whole is more important than the sum of the parts. How 

they all add up together, is ultimately a mystery, but ideally, they work to help us understand how 

that play may need to play in the NFL. We can apply that knowledge back to what we see in their 

stats, draft capital, and production metrics. 

NFL teams like the combine, and are using those numbers to draft players, maintain hope, and 

provide an opportunity in the NFL.  As a result, combine numbers get baked into the draft pedigree.  

If you are looking to exploit this, if there is a spread between two players in a draft round because 
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of athleticism, use the historical draft ranges to find the more appropriately valued player.  In most 

cases, the least athletic player is a good arbitrage opportunity.  

Production Statistics 
College production is a critical aspect of a player’s profile.  When viewing production, there are 

different production metrics and timeframes that are important.   

Best years 
Which is the best college season to look at? When you start digging into college statistics this 

becomes a question quicker than you might imagine.  

The answer is different for each position. To get your best chance at hitting on a player, you should 

pay attention to all of their seasons.  

Below you can see how each season and age.  The rank is the how the r-squared for each statistic 

measured ranks in explaining NFL PPG production.  Lower numbers mean the statistics are more 

explanatory while higher numbers mean the statistics are less explanatory. 

 

Adjusting for age is a strong strategy at wide receiver, but does not work the same way for tight 

ends nor running backs.  As a general rule of thumb, the following three rules can guide your 

process: 

• Running backs are best evaluated using their best college year 

• Tight ends show the best results overall when looking at their final college career 

• Wide receivers average, throughout their college play, is more effective than looking at a 

single season 

As always, when evaluating a single player, context is important. So, when looking at Miles 

Sanders, it’s fair to say his profile was limited by Saquon Barkley, and adjust to his final year. Or 

when looking at Jarvis Landry and Odell Beckham - who played on the same team for multiple 

seasons in college – it is also fair to suspect they “hurt” each other’s ability to dominate the offense. 

However, what is notable is that in both examples, looking at their positional most predictive year 

would have accurately adjusted those evaluations. In other words, Landry and Beckham both have 
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great career averages across the various stats. Miles Sanders “best” year in college, was without 

Barkley and showed a lot of promise. 

Alvin Kamara, on the other hand, never really dominated the role in college, like most good NFL 

players. His receiving role and draft capital signaled potential, but he is one of those curious 

outliers that remind us we are creating hit rate groups, instead of assessing the ability of any 

specific player to “be good” in the NFL. 

Essentially it is better the look at the best, or most impressive, year of a college running back. 

Wide Receivers 
The first thing to know about Wide Receiver College statistics is that they are the most useful for 

predicting fantasy points. The second is that recently the college system changed so that players 

can transfer more easily and this, may throw off one of the most important elements of their 

profiles, age. 

Let’s consider the players who showed poorly in production metrics and did well in the NFL to 

get our bearings. 

Terry McLaurin is the newest addition to a shortlist of players who are “outliers” in production 

metrics.  

Below is a table of all the players who have a breakout age higher than 20, or who did not break 

out in college at all since 2003. But also had a top 24 season, in PPR scoring. 

 

Kenny Golladay was amazingly productive at an older age, having moved up to the FBS after 

sending two seasons at FCS North Dakota for his first two college seasons. In other words, he had 

a “fake” break out age. 

Anquan Boldin and Brandon Marshall do not have that excuse. But looking into them more you 

find that Boldin played one of his years outside of this data window (2000-2019), he did not play 

in his age 20 season, and when he came back he blew up for over 40% of his team’s passing 

offense. Brandon Marshall also broke out, at 21, for over 40% of his team’s production. 
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Below you can see f these players and their Dominator stats.  Dominator rating is the average of 

the market share of receiving yards and touchdowns in each period.  Market share is simply the 

percentage of his team’s receiving yards or receiving touchdowns the player accounted for.   

 

Of the others, Julian Edelman was a college quarterback and Wes Welker was a running back.  

Tyreek Hill only played twelve games in college before his off-field problems earned him a lower 

conference. In that one year, he was a “utility player” officially, and used more as a running back. 

Of the six players on our list of outliers three barely played or did not play wide receiver in college. 

Two had a great final College Dominator season (over 40%). Two of them are Michael Thomas 

and Terry McLaurin, both of whom played on Ohio State in the same era.  That’s all I can find in 

20 years of data. 

In short, college production is critical. 

Breakout Age 

Breakout age was originally proposed on Rotoviz’s Shawn Siegel.19  Jon Moore has done a lot to 

push the research further down the road with Z scores.20  Essentially the logic is that early in their 

college career players have the least amount of training and physical development to help them. 

This means that players who excel at an early age, are more likely to be “talented.” 

Breakout age is typically defined as the first year a player has over 20% of the teams receiving 

yards and touchdowns. Recently Rotoviz moved to a 30% threshold because it improves hit rates 

by shrinking the sample to the most productive players. But it also leaves out players who never 

reached 30%, like Tee Higgins in 2020, Doug Baldwin and Randall Cobb in 2011, Jeremy Maclin 

in 2009, and DK Metcalf in 2019. 

Adjusting for age adds signal. Below you can see the college breakout age by NFL Draft round, 

along with the double hit rate for each breakout age by draft round. What should be clear is that 

the earlier your college breakout age, the more often the player broke out in the NFL, even within 

draft rounds. 

 
19 Siegel, Shawn.  “Keenan Allen, Cordarrelle Patterson, And Why Breakout Age Is The Skeleton Key.”  Rotoviz, 

January 24, 2014, https://www.rotoviz.com/2014/01/keenan-allen-cordarrelle-patterson-and-why-breakout-age-is-

the-skeleton-key/ (last accessed 1/17/21).   
20 Moore, Jon.  “’I Don’t Hate Old Wide Receivers’ Starring Keyshawn Johnson.” Rotoviz January 30, 2015, 

https://www.rotoviz.com/2015/01/i-dont-hate-old-wide-receivers-starring-keyshawn-johnson/ (last accessed 

1/17/21). 

https://www.rotoviz.com/2014/01/keenan-allen-cordarrelle-patterson-and-why-breakout-age-is-the-skeleton-key/
https://www.rotoviz.com/2014/01/keenan-allen-cordarrelle-patterson-and-why-breakout-age-is-the-skeleton-key/
https://www.rotoviz.com/2015/01/i-dont-hate-old-wide-receivers-starring-keyshawn-johnson/
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There is a difference between “likely” and the level of production a player may hit in the NFL. As 

a result, it is difficult for college statistics to rank players within a given sample.  Using arbitrage 

concepts within these tiers is a great strategy.   

The 2020 Draft class provided a good example of this concept.  Given their same breakout age and 

draft capital, CeeDee Lamb and Justin Jefferson looked like good bets to produce in the NFL.   

In the table below, you can see the scores in my pre-draft model, their breakout ages for 20% and 

30% Dominator ranking, and the implied hit rates based on their breakout ages by both the 20% 

and 30% thresholds. 

However, college stats could not tell which one was more likely to hit first, or harder. And it was 

also unable to say which one will have the better fantasy career overall. Jefferson’s earlier 30% 

breakout age did give him a slight edge in reaching the top-five ceiling in the NFL. 

Best stats 
Breakout age is not everything. Instead, think of it as a good way to sort players into groups.  From 

there you must look to other measures to understand how “good” a player was while in college. 

The below table shows some context for how good these stats are. Combine stats, in the same test, 

all have an r-squared of 5% at best, meaning they explain less than 5% of player’s professional 

success. The testing is broken down by career year. The first, last, and best college year in the 

statistic along with their college average in the statistic. 
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The statistics included below are the receiving yards per team attempt (RecYds/TmPatt), market 

share of yards (MS Yards), Dominator, market share of touchdowns (MS TDs), adjusted dominator 

(Doa),  Draft Round (DR), and Draft Position (DP). 

  

Yards per team pass attempt, or yards per team attempt, is the latest statistic college profiles have 

been digging through. It shows very promising results, and, in some cases, even outstripped age-

adjusted production. 

Running Back 
Running back stats work best if you look at the peak of their production, rather than their average. 

For running back metrics, if you sort by “good” stats within a class the ranking is going to be better 

than at wide receiver or tight end. Coupled with the fact that draft capital is more predictive and 
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that the position has a much higher earlier breakout rate, in theory, it makes it a more reliable 

position to draft. 

But before you get too excited remember that we are dealing with stats that rank, correctly less 

than 20% of the variance in a sample. In other words, Knowshon Moreno had a higher PPG average 

in college than Christian McCaffrey. And within McCaffrey’s class, so did Dalvin Cook, Leonard 

Fournette, and Aaron Jones. All good players in their own right, but none of them are Christian 

McCaffrey. In other words, stick with the idea of creating higher and lower hit rate groups to 

accumulate multiple opportunities for similar profiles.   

Being a Pass Catcher 
Any review of running back college statistics should include a perspective on their receiving role. 

This is a drum Zac Reed from the Dynasty Dummies podcast has been banging for several years. 

Very few running backs developed a large role in the receiving game if they were not involved 

significantly in college.  Derrick Henry and Adrian Peterson are both productive college and NFL 

running backs who simply never developed a large receiving role, but these are outliers.  Melvin 

Gordon only had 22 receptions in college, and his largest market share of receiving yards was 

9.4% at 19 years old. He represents one of the big outliers as the average for running backs with a 

top 12 seasonal finish in college is a 15% receiving market share in college.   

There are likely multiple reasons why world-class athletes who enter the NFL don’t develop 

reviving game roles. It is myopic to suggest Adrian Peterson or Derrick Henry “can’t” catch the 

ball, as they are world-class athletes. While some running backs might be better or worse at 

catching a ball, it is also true that catching a ball and running routes or catching a ball in the NFL 

with live coverage and other professional football players running at you, are very different things.  

Best Stats 
Yards per team passing attempt and college fantasy points per game are the leading receiving 

indicators of  production for running backs. 

Below you can see the RSQ results for each stat against the average PPG through the player's first 

two years. I also show how each year “ranks” compared to the others. 
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Yards per team passing attempt continues to show a good indication of future success. It is not a 

“new” stat but it has recently started to play a larger role in rookie evaluations. While percentage 

stats and market share stats are more common, there is value considering the pure yardage per 

passing attempt, which you can incorporate into your analysis.  Outside of more data, like air yards, 

becoming available at the college level, these are the frontier of prospect evaluation. 

Something to know about the stat is that there are several ways to calculate it. For example, in this 

testing, the stat was not adjusted for “missed games.” Something we can do with weekly data or 

using per game numbers for the player and the team.  

There may also be ways to separate out receiving and rushing yards, from Dominator stats, or 

adjusting “team attempts” by position, as Opportunity Share does in NFL statistics by removing 

quarterback rushing. 
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By dividing the player’s production by the overall team volume, we are essentially blending 

production with “role” on the team. Or, to put it another way, it is a volume stat - which is typically 

more predictive and useful for projections - merged with efficiency. 

The best part about yards per team attempt is the simplicity to calculate and understand.  Other 

metrics, like expected points added (EPA), are more complicated to develop and understand, but 

with yards per team attempt, you need yards, team attempts, and the number of games played.  

With college points per game, the assumption is good players in college will see good draft 

pedigree and continue to be productive in the NFL.  This holds up with surprisingly good 

predictiveness, with average college PPG explaining 18.76% of the first two years PPG in the 

NFL.   

The low results for receiving stats here are not counter to the importance of being a receiver for 

running backs in college. Even in the NFL good receiving running backs, without a voluminous 

rushing game role, tend to score low PPG.  For example, running backs receive a low average 

depth of targets (aDOT), often behind the line of scrimmage, and their total receiving yards and 

percentage of receiving yards are not enough to overcome poor volume.  

Tight End 
Eight out of 26 tight ends who had 2 or more top 12 seasons (PPR Scoring) played 3 years with 

eight or more games in college.  30% of them had “full” college careers. Rob Gronkowski and 

George Kittle played two years in college while Jimmy Graham played only one. 

Teams do not typically utilize multiple players at the tight end position at the same time. Much 

like running back, this means there is a delay in good players getting chances that may not have 

anything to do with their skill. Tight ends are also a destination for positional converts and 

converted basketball players.  

The position also has a limited sample size of prospects with “decent” data to evaluate and hit so 

rarely in the NFL that we have a limited number to compare to rookies.  Given the eccentricity of 

the position, it can be difficult to evaluate statistically.   

With those caveats in mind, the below chart shows their stats tested against PPG through player's 

first three years, and how those starts by year rank against each other. 
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This is one area where the percentage calculations still seem to have an edge in projecting players. 

Market share of team yards still edges out yards per team attempt in explaining the variance of 

points in the NFL. 

A tight end who dominates the receiving game in college is a rare event, and more indicative of 

“talent” or NFL success than the combination of volume and efficiency that receiving yards per 

team attempt offers.  

Notably, outside of Evan Engram, almost no player under 250lbs has been successful in the NFL. 

It’s also often noted that athleticism, like combine stats and height-adjusted speed score, seems to 

hold more relevance for tight ends. 

Conference Adjustments 
For players entering the NFL, there is a difference playing in a big conference like the ACC or 

SEC compared to the Sun Belt Conference.  That said, there is no specific conference adjustment 

that helps the results of any testing. However, differences in production across different 

conferences, and the levels we can expect players coming from those schools to hit, do matter and 

likely show up in draft pedigree. 

Below you can see the number of hits at each position on the left, and the percentage of those who 

broke out for a hit in the NFL, using a top 12 threshold for “hit” at tight end and two top 24 finishes 

for both other position in this sample since 2003. 
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Side note: some of these conferences no longer exist, like the WAC and Big East (or the PAC-10 now being the 

PAC-12), as the college system continues to evolve. 

The SEC accounts for 22% of all NFL hits and has a remarkably even distribution across all three 

positions. The Big Ten accounts for 13% of hits but seems more likely to produce good running 

backs than wide receivers or tight ends. 

If we break this down further we can see that the ACC produces the second-highest occurrence of 

wide receivers in the top 24, and the Big 12 is also consistent across all three positions with double-

digit percentages in total hits. 

Wide Receivers 
Below is a table assessing the average, and best season statistics of players who double hit in the 

NFL from each conference. 
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The independent conference, IND, is a mash-up of a variety of different schools that do not all 

play together, which is important to know when assessing players from that designation. Also 

notice that their production metrics tend to be higher at lower levels, as good players should 

dominate the lower level competition at wide receiver. 

Interestingly, the ACC, where so many wide receiver breakouts come from, has the highest 

thresholds for production across Dominator and yards per team attempt.  This small sample is 

likely influenced by Demaryius Thomas and Calvin Johnson who had inflated numbers as a result 

of the Georgia Tech offensive system.  The SEC, on the other hand, which produces the highest 

number of wide receiver breakouts, tends to offer much lower thresholds.  

Since adjustments do not offer improved testing results, there is not a hard and fast rule to adjust 

for a conference.  As sample sizes increase, this may be a source of additional analysis.  However, 

they can be referred to when comparing players individually. In that way, they can be used to 

adjust our understanding of different players from different places. 

Running Backs 
While it is difficult to assess conferences like the Sun Belt, which only produced one player at 

each position in this sample, it is fair to say that overall players from lower conferences have to 

meet much higher production thresholds.  

Again, the table below shows the Dominator and college PPG statistics for running backs who 

have double hit in the NFL from each conference. 
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For running back the PPG column is going to be the most helpful when assessing conference 

expectations. Total dominator, which combines the player’s percentage of production across the 

rushing and receiving game, is not great overall. 

Tight Ends 
The nature of the tight end position, as we have already seen, makes even draft round buckets too 

small. Once we shrink the sample to hits, and then again to conference hits, frankly none of these 

seem like “trustable” numbers. There are just too few of them. 

The table below shows the average, and best season statistics of players who “hit” in the NFL from 

each conference. 
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Perhaps the only observation to safely make is that across the conferences with at least five players 

in the sample, the ACC seems to create greater production opportunities for tight ends. 

However, the most important adjustment for the conference is that tight ends from the IND and 

CURSA conferences actually have lower thresholds for production. In other words, unlike wide 

receivers, they are not “obviously” going to produce highly in “worse” conferences. 

Conclusions 
This chapter can be used to frame individual analysis.  Rookie draft pedigree is very important, 

but using the metrics and statistics show in this chapter can help you identify tiers or buckets of 

players to target in rookie drafts.  A key takeaway from this chapter should be how difficult it is 

to predict the individual players who succeed and those who do not.  When given the opportunity, 

taking multiple shots within similarly situated players, is a better investment than taking one 

specific bet.   
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Chapter 6: Startup Draft Strategies 
Startup drafts are key to any dynasty team build.  This chapter starts with expectations about startup 

drafts before looking at critical strategies, including player values and pick values.   

Startup Base Rates 
Understanding startup draft hit rates should be critical to your teambuilding strategy as they should 

frame your expectations for the players you pick.  As you will see below, the market is fairly 

efficient in selecting players in startup drafts.  Generally speaking, as the draft progresses, players 

become less likely to hit.  In a free market, this is what you would expect, particularly within 

positions.  However, there are critical inefficiencies, particularly across positions, that can be 

exploited.   

While you may only have one startup draft, ADP is a dynasty fantasy football currency.  Even in 

existing leagues, ADP is the language of dynasty fantasy football value.  When you are evaluating 

players in existing leagues, consider the hit rates below as a data point, along with other factors 

like base rates.  Where base rates are significantly different than the hit rate for the player’s ADP, 

this should be a focus of further analysis.   

The startup drafts used to form this ADP were offseason startup drafts, with a player’s ADP being 

the average of where he was selected throughout the offseason.  In season, there will be mock draft 

ADP, which will provide a thermostat of the dynasty marketplace.  Keep in mind, when looking 

at a mock draft data for a specific month, there are sample size limitations, website biases, and 

recency biases that influence the data.  The data can be a guide but should have less certainty than 

longer-range offseason data used in the samples herein.   

Below is a chart of the hit rates in year one (Y1) by position and round.  The sample of ADP in 

this section is from 2008 through 2016 startup drafts, which will allow four years of analysis after 

the draft.   
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Wide receivers and running backs largely track each other in first-year hit rate until round 11 when 

the running backs out-produce the wide receivers.  It is worth noting the first round has been less 

than a guarantee, with only 77.8% of running backs hitting for a top 24 seasonal finish in Y1.  If 

you trade up to select two running backs for a Y1 push, understand the odds of them both hitting 

in Y1 is 60.4%.  If you select three running backs in the first three rounds to attempt a Y1 

championship push, keep in mind the historical odds are three hit in Y1 is only 29.1%.   Tight ends 

and quarterbacks have a smaller sample size in the top 10 rounds than the other positions, which 

contributes to high hit rates in Y1.   

The startup hit rate in the first two seasons, measuring at least one hit in Y1-2, is generally efficient, 

but differences become apparent.    
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Wide receivers beat running backs in the first two rounds in the odds of hitting at least once in the 

first two years after a startup draft.  From round four through round twenty, running backs have 

historically been better bets of hitting in all but the fifth, tenth, seventeenth, and twentieth rounds.  

As mentioned above, quarterbacks and tight ends have smaller sample sizes than running backs 

and wide receivers, so there are inefficiencies apparent in the numbers.  Do not take them as exact 

odds, but instead an approximate range of what to expect.   

One of the critical pieces of information to know in player valuation is what to expect when things 

go poorly in Y1.  The Rebound Rate, or the odds a player hits in Y2 after missing in Y1, is a 

helpful tool in understanding risk.  Where a player has a low Rebound Rate but is maintaining a 

similar market value after a Y1 miss, this is a good opportunity to trade the player to reduce your 

risk.  On the other hand, when a player falls significantly in value after a Y1 miss, but his Y1 ADP 

suggests a good Rebound Rate, this could indicate a buying opportunity.  Think critically about 

why the player fell so dramatically in value and whether those circumstances are similar to what 

others who missed in that round experienced.  If the circumstances are generally similar, this 

indicates a good buying opportunity.  Below is a chart of the Rebound Rate of the players who 

miss in Y1.   
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For each position, first round players rebound the best.  After the first round, differences began to 

emerge. 100% of the quarterbacks in rounds one through three rebounded in Y2, while 60% of 

wide receivers and 100% of tight ends rebounded in the first two rounds.  There is a large drop off 

for running backs after the first round to 35.7% in round two.  There is a gradual progression with 

a blip in round five (5.9%) as the running backs stay between 31.3% and 26.1% in rounds three 

through eight.  Generally speaking, the older running backs in this range had lower rebound rates 

than younger running backs with age and contract insulation.   

For wide receivers, the rebound rate drops quickly after round two, down to only 25% in round 

three.  This is a significant drop. If you are looking for stop-loss type strategies, this is an area to 

exploit.  When wide receivers in this range miss in Y1, they are good candidates to trade if they 

maintain similar market values despite their miss.  Deeper at the running back position you have 

more success with rebounds than wide receivers, with the rebound rates ranging between 9.3% 

and 14.8% in rounds 11 through 15.  That compares favorably in every round to wide receivers, 

who range between 4.6% and 10.8%.  The Rebound Rate for both positions is low, but the running 

back advantages over wide receivers are consistent.  This is data is a good reminder that selecting 

developmental wide receivers in this range, in a Productive Struggle type build, is a lower 

percentage bet than the market generally appreciates.   

Some dynasty GMs will look more in a Y1-4 window than the first two years of a dynasty 

league.  The trends stay largely the same as shown in the chart below.   
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No position is a guarantee, but the hit rates for quarterbacks and tight ends in the top three rounds 

have been 100%, while 100% of wide receivers in the first round have hit at least once in Y1-4.  

The running back hit rates are behind wide receivers in the first two rounds until stabilizing close 

to wide receivers in rounds three through five.  After round five, running backs consistently 

outproduce wide receivers.  If you are looking to lock in production at wide receiver, it is much 

better to attack the position early in the draft, where they produce close to running backs in hit 

rates than after round eight when wide receivers hemorrhage value.  Tight ends may seem 

unattractive when you are on the clock later in startup drafts, but they represent a consistent source 

of starter seasons where there is erosion at other positions.   

Notably, quarterbacks experienced a steep decline in hit rate outside the top 10 rounds.  This data 

includes only start one 1QB ADP and includes a large sample of startup drafts before the more 

recent late round quarterback movement exploded in popularity.  As a result, the quarterback hit 

rate cliff shown after round 10 in the chart is likely to be pushed back in future years.  Instead of 

focusing on round 10 as a cutoff, keep an eye on the quarterbacks in the top 20 of your draft with 

a top 6 seasonal finish on their resume.  When the last one of these quarterbacks is selected, it is 

a good barometer of where the hit rate will plummet.  The same principle holds in Superflex 

drafts.  Depending on the year, the sixth through eighth rounds are likely where the drop-off in 

quarterback hit rate will occur.  

The double hit rate, or those players hitting twice in the first four years of a startup draft, is also 

important.  The double hit rate speaks to the density of production you can reasonably expect for 

players.   
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One of the disorienting discussion points in dynasty fantasy football is the concept of long-term 

starters.  Much dynasty analysis will focus on the longevity of players for your team, but outside 

of the first two rounds at wide receiver and three rounds at running back, the odds are below 50% 

a running back or wide receiver will produce two or more starter seasons.  At a threshold of a top 

24 seasonal finish, this is not a high bar, especially for players drafted in the top 60 picks of startup 

drafts.  This serves as a reminder the hit rate is typically lower than the market appreciates and 

regressing your opinion of a player’s odds to his ADP base rates can keep expectations and costs 

reasonable.   

While the hit rates are low, there are critical ways to improve your odds.  For example, running 

backs generally have higher odds in rounds 11 through 15 than wide receivers, which can produce 

a high impact for your team.  At tight end, there is a notable abnormality around rounds 10 and 11.  

This is significant because the average first round rookie tight end has a startup ADP of 120.5.  

Given the notoriously slow starts, rookie tight ends in that range are poor startup draft investments.  

Waiting a year, when their price drops and they actually develop as NFL players, is an excellent 

way to exploit the market.  The same holds true at quarterback around round 11 where first round 

quarterbacks, and Developmental Hit Rate quarterbacks have settled in ADP.  These are two 

profile types to avoid in startup drafts at their historic costs. 

A common defense of a wide receiver heavy strategy is they are better in years two and beyond 

of a startup draft.  There is little to suggest that is true, outside of the early rounds of a draft.  The 

chart below shows the starter rate hit rate for Y2-4 of startup ADP.   
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First round wide receivers have hit 100% of the time in Y2-4, while the rest of the positions track 

similarly to Y1-4.  While some may defend the position and say a lower threshold rate of success 

is more appropriate, that is untrue from a WORP perspective.  Wide receivers have a lower 

threshold of replacement than running backs, giving them a boost in the metric.   Yet, generally, 

wide receivers perform 12 positions worse than running backs in the metric.  For example, WR12 

will perform similarly in WORP to the RB24.  In other words, when building a roster, high-end 

wide receiver value is critical particularly to avoid the suboptimal roster stashing of low-end wide 

receivers.   

This is a waste of valuable roster spots.  No matter your lens, running backs outperform wide 

receivers in production outside of the top rounds of drafts.  Every time you select a wide receiver 

over a running back, you are lowering your odds of finding productive players.   

Value Change By Hit 
Much of the debate about player values in dynasty fantasy football is misunderstood.  Properly 

focused, value is directed by three key factors: production, age, and position.  Other pieces of 

information may weigh in the equation but tend to be more distraction than direction.   

Below is a series of charts focused on the top 10 rounds of startup ADP for running backs and 

wide receivers.  Each chart divides players into two categories: players that hit and players that do 

not hit.  Then the numbers look at the average movement in ADP for those subsets of players by 

startup draft round.  
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Two things are clear.  First, production absolutely matters.  Players that produce, have better value 

profiles on average than players that do not.  Second, as running backs age, their ADP goes down.  

For example, running backs who hit at 22 years old on average see an increase of 25.41 positions 

in ADP the next season.  The 22-year-old running backs who do not hit on average see a 36.15 

position drop in valuation the next season.  This is a five round difference in ADP.  Running backs 

on average improve in valuation if they hit until they turn 25, at which point, they begin losing 

value.  For example, the average 25-year-old hit fell in valuation by 1.05 spots in ADP.  Those 25-

year-olds that miss fell nearly five rounds or 56.7 spots in ADP.   

The floor falls out for non-hits thereafter as running back who miss from age 26 through 30 fell 

on average more than six rounds in ADP.  Even the hits in that range average about one round of 

ADP value drop.  There is some bias in these numbers, as 25-year-old starting running backs are 

typically highly valued, so there is little room to grow.  However, once they hit 25, they are falling 

valuations independent of production.  They will almost certainly begin to fall in value, but those 

who continue to produce fall off more gradually.  If they miss, expect much worse, depending on 

the scale of the miss.  Examples in this range in coming years will include Alvin Kamara, Ezekiel 

Elliott, and Aaron Jones.   

That is not to say these players are automatic sells.  Much narrative is written about players in this 

age being value losers.  This is true, but the ones who continue to produce will likely outproduce 

their valuation.  For every year of top 24 production, expect something like a round of value loss.   

An easy way to help you decide whether to be concerned about the value drop is to use the base 

rate of a hit for the player’s valuation.  For example, if Ezekiel Elliott is a second round startup 

pick in 2021, he would need to be better than a 61% chance to hit twice in the next four years to 

return that value.  By considering his profile, contract, and role on the team, you can determine 

whether or not he is more or less likely than 61% odds to produce two or more hits.  If you think 

his odds are better, he is a potential target player.  If you think his odds are worse, he is likely an 

avoid player at cost.   
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Wide receivers have similarities, but also some differences.   

 

Wide receivers who hit only become an average losing value proposition at age 28, three full years 

later than running backs.  At age 26, the average loss becomes five rounds of startup valuation for 

those who do not hit.  A key takeaway from this data is the narrative wide receivers in their late 

20s are prime sell candidates is probably overblown.  If these wide receivers continue to produce 

high-end production, they are insulated in value.  If they miss, expect a downtick.   

Wide receivers from age 26 through 32 who hit perform similarly in valuation to younger wide 

receivers.  However, the younger wide receivers who miss have only marginally better floors.  If 

the market is fading the wide receivers in the age 26 through 32 cohort, it is doing so as a solution 

in search of a problem from a startup draft valuation perspective.  If you are worried about market 

valuation in existing leagues, this may be tougher as individual GMs will have different 

perceptions of player value, but know if you continue to hold, and the wide receivers continue to 

produce, you are exploiting a market inefficiency.    

Wide Receiver Production  
When making decisions about whether to sell wide receivers, the prior production of the wide 

receiver is a critical factor.  A simple rule of thumb to always remember is when wide receivers 

have the same round of ADP, those who have produced a top 24 seasonal finish to date are better 

bets than those who have not.  The charts below are logistic regressions for wide receivers showing 

their odds by startup ADP of producing future hits based on whether or not they have hit for a top 

24 seasonal finish to date.   

Below is the Y1-4 hit rate of wide receivers comparing hits to non-hits. 
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The wide receivers with a prior hit have a significant advantage in hitting at least once in Y1-4, 

with a consistent 12 to 16% advantage between rounds two through 13.  Thereafter, the no prior 

hit wide receivers close some of the gaps in future odds but are still less likely to hit.   

The double hit rate has a similar trend.  

 

As a simple tool, wide receivers with a prior hit have the same odds of hitting as wide receivers 

without a hit drafted two rounds before them.  This is immensely powerful knowledge.  If a wide 

receiver without a hit is being selected in the second round of startup drafts, while a wide receiver 

in their mid-twenties with a hit is being selected in the fourth round, this is a situation to exploit.  

If you can trade the spread, for the cost of a future first round rookie pick, for example, you are 

maximizing efficiency for free.   

The top half, or top 12 hit rate, is very similar for wide receivers.   
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Again, wide receivers with a hit are more likely to produce a top 12 hit in Y1-4 than those without 

a hit.  There are multiple factors for this.  Offenses that target a player enough for them to produce 

a top 24 seasonal finish are likely to continue to heavily involve the player.  Also, with a larger 

sample size of targets, NFL teams and dynasty GMs have more information about whether they 

are good players.   

The one exception to the superiority of wide receivers with a prior hit over those without a prior 

hit is the double top 12 hit rate.   

 

In the early rounds, wide receivers with no prior hits have a 3-4% advantage over those with prior 

hits, before tracking almost equally outside the top 10 rounds.   

There are two critical questions regarding this discrete finding.  First, why are non-hits more likely 

to produce multiple elite seasons than prior hits?  The likely answer is there is a wider range of 
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outcomes for young players with no prior hits.  Similarly, they are likely to be younger than players 

with prior hits.  With less longevity and less known, there is a wider range of outcomes.   

The explanation is less important than the second question of what this means for the market.  

Perhaps the best explanation is the market is calibrating to multiple elite seasons at the expense of 

more common outcomes.  For example, if you are aiming for multiple elite seasons in round four, 

the proper play historically is to take a wide receiver without a prior hit over a player with a prior 

hit.  The problem with this type of needle threading strategy is threefold.  First, the edge is small.  

In the fourth round, for example, it is only a 3% edge for the non-prior hits over the prior hits.  

Second, the strategy ignores the critical fact that more than 70% of wide receivers in this round 

miss this accomplishment.  By aiming for a broader target of top 24 production, you are likely 

better off than threading the needle aiming for multiple top 12 seasonal finishes in Y1-4.  Third, 

when a regression is run on WORP, prior hits outperform wide receivers without a prior hit by .45 

WORP in Y1-4 as shown in the graph below.   

 

When selecting wide receivers, the market has a preference towards hitting for multiple elite 

seasons, at the cost of actually winning games.  This is not unique to dynasty fantasy football.  

Golf is a game where players are typically poorly calibrated, focusing on the driving distance at 

the expense of their scores.   

In 2016, after years of struggling hitting driver on the golf course, I took the driver out of my bag, 

left it in the garage, and set out to the golf course.  I could hit my driver a long distance, but was 

frequently missing fairways, hitting the ball in hazards, or hitting the ball out of bounds.  Instead 

of hitting my driver off the tee, I chose to hit my 3 Wood.   

While it had a lower trajectory, I felt more comfortable with it and I got in much less trouble.  I 

was hitting the ball a shorter distance off the tee, but only marginally, giving up 10 to 15 yards 

from my Driver.  As an 18 handicap, the 10 to 15 yards, which might translate to the difference 

between an 8 iron or a 6 iron on my second shot into a par four, mattered little.  Even on a good 

day, I was only hitting the green with my 8 iron a couple of times a round.  By sacrificing a club 
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or two into the green, I was only reducing my odds of hitting the green by at most 5%, or one par 

four every two rounds.  Instead, by taking less club, I kept more balls in play and lost fewer strokes 

from hitting the ball out of hazards, taking drops, and lost ball penalties.  Whatever I lost in odds 

of hitting the green on my second shot into a par four, I gained back multiple times over in the 

mistakes I was no longer making.   

I stuck with my strategy through a member-guest tournament where I was the only player in the 

entire field without a driver in my bag.  This drew some derision, as I did not have the sex appeal 

of big drivers, but by avoiding the big miss I was able to win my flight for the first time in six 

years of trying.   

Wide receivers that are known are the 3 Wood off the tee: they may be less sexy, but they are more 

likely to help your team and they reduce your odds of a costly big miss.  While the likelihood of 

multiple top 12 seasonal finishes may be higher for prior non-hits, prior hits are more helpful to 

your ultimate goal of winning games.   

Age Productivity 
One key trend in valuing players is the age range of hits.  Below is a graph of the average age for 

the top 6 and top 12 seasonal finishers between 2000 and 2019.   

 

The average for the top 12 seasonal finishers has historically been between 28 and 32 years of age, 

except for 2012 when the top 12 seasonal finishers were 27.75.  Early in the century, there was 

more variance for the top 6 finishers, with quarterback falling between age 27 and 31 except for 

2002 when the top 6 seasonal finishers were 26.83.  That has changed in recent years, specifically, 

in 2019, when the average top 12 finisher was 28 and the average top 6 finisher was 25.33.   

This trend is very actionable in startup and existing leagues.  There has been a push in recent years 

to elevate younger quarterbacks in startup drafts.  With a strong supply of young accomplished 

quarterbacks, including Patrick Mahomes, Kyler Murray, Lamar Jackson, Josh Allen, Deshaun 
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Watson, and Dak Prescott, there is little need to push the envelope for young unproven 

quarterbacks to preserve youth at the position.   

Running back has similarly trended younger in recent years.  

 

The average age of the top 12 and top 24 seasonal finishers are a good proxy for the strength of 

the position.  In 2010, the top 24 running backs averaged 24.96 years old while the top 12 running 

backs averaged 24.08.  This trended older until 2015 when the top 24 seasonal finishers were 26.50 

and 26.42 for the top 12 running backs.  With strong rookie classes in recent years, the average top 

24 seasonal finishers bottomed out at 24.25 in 2018 and 24.46 in 2019.  2018 also represented the 

youngest top 12 seasonal finisher at 23.50 with 2019 a full year older at 24.50.  This will result in 

running backs elevating higher in startup drafts compared to 2014-2016 when young wide 

receivers dominated the early rounds of startup drafts.  This was a combination of the strength of 

the wide receiver position and the older age of the productive running backs.   

The wide receiver position has consistently gotten younger in recent years after topping out 

around 2005.  Since 2008, the average age has been between 25.5 and 28 for both top 12 and top 

24 seasonal finishers.   
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While recent rookie drafts have been a struggle for the position, it is notable that wide receivers 

are near the low point in age this century.  A point of note is critical about the “sell wide receivers 

at age 27” strategy.  That is about the average hit for a wide receiver in the past ten seasons.  

Running away from that age range for wide receivers years toward younger options is cashing out 

of a production window, especially for wide receivers who have previously hit.   

Tight ends are a unique position.   

 

Since 2004 there had been a gradual increase in the tight end hit age until 2017.  This is largely a 

result of Antonio Gates, Jason Witten, and Tony Gonzalez dominating the position.  There are 

drops in top 6 averages around the beginning of the Rob Gronkowski and Jimmy Graham 

ascendence in the mid-2010s.   
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The age will likely come down in future years, simply because Gates, Witten, Gonzalez, 

Gronkowski, and Graham have already retired or will retire.  Without their dominance, there is 

more room for younger tight ends to hit.   

Startup Pick Valuation 
One of the major strategic decisions a dynasty GM must make early in their team build is whether 

to buy, sell, or hold future rookie picks.   

To research the difference in startup strategies, 25 2019 Superflex startup drafts were tracked to 

determine the frequency of team build.  There were three types of teams.  First, teams that left the 

startup draft with no first round picks, a status called In Debt.  Second, teams that left the startup 

draft with more than one first round pick, a status called In Surplus.  Third, teams that left the 

startup draft with exactly one first round pick, a status called Neutral.   

 

In the sample, 24% of the teams were in debt, meaning about three teams per dynasty startup draft 

traded away their future first round pick in the startup draft.  15% of teams were in surplus, about 

two per league, while 61% of the teams were Neutral.   

The numbers do not necessarily reflect the reality of strategies chosen by teams.  For example, the 

Productive Struggle, a team build strategy coined by Ryan McDowell of 

dynastyleaguefootball.com, is a common startup draft strategy.  The strategy focuses on the future 

beyond year one of a startup league, particularly by accumulating young players and future rookie 

draft picks, intending to win in year two and beyond.  Only 15% of teams were able to implement 

this strategy of accumulating future first round picks.  This does not reflect the actual 

implementation of the strategy as a significant portion of dynasty GMs attempt to buy future firsts 

and are unsuccessful.  Put another way, the 24% of teams In Debt are much more likely to find 

buyers for their future first round rookie picks than teams looking to be In Surplus can find sellers 

of future first round picks.   

The 2020 Edition of The Analytics of Dynasty looked at some of the odds of these team builds. 

Now, there have been two seasons, 2019 and 2020, to evaluate the performance of these strategies 

and what your year one decision will mean in year two.  In the first year, In Surplus teams had an 

all-play win percentage of 40.45% which translates to 5.26 expected wins during the fantasy 

regular season.  Only 30.6% of the teams In Surplus finished in the top 6 all-play records during 

the inaugural dynasty season.   
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The In Debt teams get success early, with an average all-play win percentage of 53.81%, or 7 

expected wins in the regular season.  Their performance is strong as 62.86% finish in the top 6 of 

all-play records.  This is a good result, but a reminder that mortgaging the future is not a foolproof 

strategy.  The teams that played it Neutral had an average all-play record of 49.08%, or 6.38 

expected wins, while 50.28% of the teams were in the top 6 at the end of the season.   

The percentage of teams that have top 2 seasonal performances is a critical distinction.  This is 

where a high percentage of bye teams come from.  To sharpshoot a top 2 finish is difficult, with 

8.16% of In Surplus teams finishing in the top 2, less than half of what you would expect if you 

drew teams randomly.  The neutral teams perform nearly exactly as you would expect them to 

randomly perform (17.68%), while 22.86% of the In Debt teams finish in the top 2.   

It is clear from the data, teams trading their future first round rookie pick have higher ceilings as 

well.  If drawn randomly, 33% of the top 6 teams would finish in the top 2, but there is a significant 

disparity within the team builds.  Only 26.67% of the top 6 In Surplus teams finish in the top 2.  

Meanwhile, 35.16% of the top 6 Neutral teams finish in the top 2 and 36.36% of the In Debt teams 

in the top 2.   

There is a clear advantage to going In Debt in year one, in terms of both average and ceiling 

outcome.   

The question is: at what cost?  

Below is a chart of the same stats for the second season after the startup draft.   

 

The script flipped, with In Surplus teams (7.03) winning .83 more games than In Debt teams (6.20) 

in year two.  Neutral teams are the worst performers at 6.06 expected wins on average.  In Surplus 

teams finish in the top 6 63.04% of the time, significantly better than Neutral teams (50.54%) and 

In Debt teams (45.71%).   

In Debt teams can get to elite sustained levels of production, but by year two, things change.  There 

was a 17.15% drop of In Debts teams who finished in the top 6.  In Surplus teams who finished in 
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the top 6 grew by 32.43%, more than doubling the number who finished in the top 6 in year one.  

In fact, in the first two seasons, the team build most likely to finish in the top 6 was In Surplus 

teams in year two (63.04%).   

Notably, in year two the same upside issues materialize for In Surplus teams as year one.  Only 

27.59% of the In Surplus teams that finished in the top 6 finished in the top 2.  This is below the 

32.25% of Neutral and 37.50% of In Debt top 6 teams that finish in the top 2 in year two.   

Despite having more teams finish in the top 6 in year two, In Suprlus teams finished with almost 

the same percentage of teams in the top 2 finishers.  The data indicates year one In Debt teams 

who did not become elite chose early rebuilds, while the teams that got elite were able to stay 

there.  The In Surplus builds continued to lack the upside of In Debt teams in year two.  

Also, there is not a clear answer to why neutral teams are the worst performers in year two.  One 

theory is dynasty GMs who play Neutral are less active and therefore lesser GMs.  Another theory 

is dynasty GMs can find themselves middling and begin a rebuild in year two.  

Below is the change in performance from year one to year two.   

 

The difference between year one and year two is biggest for In Surplus teams, who see a 1.77 

increase in expected wins and an improvement of 32.43% of teams in the top 6.  Neutral teams 

lose about one-third more games in year two while In Debt teams lose .8 more games. 

The combined wins in the first two seasons are also instructive.   

 

In Debt teams bank nearly a win over the In Surplus teams in the first two years, while neutral 

builds were only .15 wins better than the In Surplus teams.   

This may indicate a structural flaw in the In Surplus builds.  Teams that chose this build and plan 

for the long term, appear to do so in a way that caps elite production.  While the floor is high in 

year two, the ceiling is lower than would be expected given the percentage of teams in the top 6.  

If taking this approach, to win in year two, make sure your picks, particularly your wide receivers, 

align with a year two contention window.  This would include structuring your build around 

previous top 24 producers instead of developmental wide receivers who have yet to hit, as indicated 

in the sections above.     
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Maximizing the Calendar 
In the first offseason after The Analytics of Dynasty 2019 Edition, I did several startup drafts.  

These included drafts in February, March, April, August.  As I was getting further along in the 

summer, I did more research on Superflex formats, which made my drafts more efficient.  With 

each passing draft, I drafted my first quarterback later, which should not be surprising given the 

analysis in the Analytics of Dynasty 2020 Edition Superflex Chapter.   

What was the best team in Year 1?  The August draft.  Is it because of the late quarterback drafting?  

Perhaps, but Matthew Stafford, Philip Rivers, and Andy Dalton did not drive much of my success 

late in the season.   

Like every other team in August, I had access to additional information than my earlier drafts.  For 

example, plenty of evidence suggested Mark Andrews was a good breakout candidate entering the 

2019 season, so I was able to capitalize and make a good selection in August.  Using startup draft 

and rookie draft base rates, along with the further information learned through the offseason, you 

can make more efficient selections closer to the start of the season.  This is similar to how NFL 

betting lines become more efficient leading up to kickoff as they incorporate up to the minute 

information.   

A clear edge in manipulating the calendar that can work to your benefit is the type of roster 

construction you build.  For example, a key part of optimizing your roster is selecting a large 

number of running backs.  At their season-long ADP, or their cumulative ADP for the entire 

offseason season, running backs are generally better bets than wide receivers.  However, backup 

running backs in February are high risk.  For example, they have a good chance of getting 

additional competition or outright losing their jobs from acquisitions in free agency or the NFL 

Draft.  This is especially true for low cost running backs with minimal investments.  Wayne 

Gallman and Bo Scarbrough in 2020 were great examples.  Both were nice in-season options in 

2019 as backup running backs who saw spot starts, but entering the 2020 offseason, they each had 

minimal job security.  They were both cheap and low pedigree players, with Gallman a fourth-

round pick and Scarbrough a seventh-round pick who had previously been cut by multiple teams.   

There was little to suggest either would survive the offseason without significant competition.  

Sure enough, the Giants signed Dion Lewis in free agency and the Lions drafted DeAndre Swift 

in the second round of the NFL Draft.  Ultimately Gallman won back his job in the 2020 season, 

but only after Saquon Barkley was injured and the Giants started Dion Lewis and street free agent 

Devonta Freeman ahead of Gallman.  Scarbrough was cut from the Giants. 

Selecting these players in February, March, or April is a risky strategy.  Given the low-cost, the 

risk is not debilitating but represents a non-optimized strategy.  If these players get through free 

agency and the draft without significant competition, they become an attractive summer startup 

pick. However, there are significant landmines to navigate in the early offseason.   

This is not to say you should select inefficient positions like day three wide receivers.  Instead, 

early in the offseason, focus on base rates and density rates.  Backup running backs are not bad 

picks but look to ones who are insulated from competition.  Latavius Murray, Alexander Mattison, 

and Tony Pollard are great examples from 2020.  Murray was RB1 in a two-week stretch in 2019 
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when Kamara missed time and had significant investment from the New Orleans Saints with a 

strong record of productivity in the past.  Mattison was a day two pick in 2019 and unlikely to be 

superseded in the 2020 Draft.  Pollard was a fourth round pick, so was a higher risk of competition, 

but still a good bet in a good offense to get through the offseason with minimal competition.   

Other positions present different cases. Want production out of wide receivers where you would 

usually select running backs?  Focus on young players with good base rates or veterans who 

previously produced a top 24 seasonal finish.  Same with tight ends, where pedigree and prior top 

12 seasonal finishes are good indicators of success.  Eric Ebron was a great example of this type 

of player in 2020, even before he signed with the Steelers.   

If you are in a Superflex league, look toward quarterbacks who have finished with top 12 seasonal 

finishes before and are currently backups or bridge type players.  If not a top 12 seasonal finisher, 

look for quarterbacks who have sustained jobs as backups with a preference for higher pedigree 

players.   

Selecting rookies pre-NFL Draft is also a critical strategic decision.  While information is 

developing about players early in the calendar, things can change quickly, particularly for wide 

receivers.   

Below is a chart of rookie running backs and wide receivers, selected in 

DynastyLeagueFootball.com (DLF) mock draft rookie ADP since 2017.  The positions are 

organized by month, beginning in February through April, (the months of ADP DLF records before 

the NFL Draft), and measure the amount the percentage that finished in the first round of season-

long ADP.   

 

Of running backs selected in the first round of DLF ADP in February, 88.89% have been in the 

top 12 of seasonal rookie ADP.  This is nearly twice as many as the 46.67% of wide receivers to 

do so.  As the offseason gets closer to the NFL Draft, the rate is higher at both positions, but 

running backs far outpace wide receivers.  Of the wide receivers in the top 12 of rookie ADP in 

March, 57.14% finish the season in the top 12 seasonal ADP.  This only improves slightly to 

61.54% in April.   

Almost four out of ten wide receivers selected in April ADP fail to finish the season in the top 12 

of seasonal rookie draft ADP.  This is a pretty grim fact.  Given all the knowledge in the market, 

including college production, combine data, and mock drafts, there is still a large misrate in wide 

receiver pre-draft rookie ADP.  This speaks to both the importance of the NFL Draft pedigree 

and the difficulty of predicting pedigree in advance.  If you are drafting startup drafts before the 

NFL Draft, exercise a lot of caution with rookie wide receivers, even if they carry first round 

rookie ADP.  Running backs on the other hand have a good floor of value leading up to the NFL 
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Draft.  If you are going to select a rookie before the NFL Draft, break ties in favor of the running 

back.   

Another key item to remember in your startup draft is you do not need to start a lineup during the 

draft.  You do not need to start a lineup in February.  Nor in June.  Nor in August.  This means you 

can take “value” or draft what you think is the best player on the clock.  The only need you have 

in the offseason is good players.  You do not need positional help or lineup balance in a startup 

draft.   

Your needs are best addressed by selecting players who have good odds for production, value 

insulation, or both.  Trades, future rookie draft picks, and waivers can help you fill out a lineup, 

but that is Future You’s problem.  On The Clock You needs to focus on the best possible players, 

with a healthy respect for how much things change.   

The Problem With Value 
In dynasty fantasy football, much analysis and advice will focus on the market value of players. A 

high percentage of Dynasty GMs will focus on the market and trade value of players as the goal 

of team building.  In theory, market value matters, but in reality market value is frequently 

irrational and difficult to predict.   

How do you compete and predict the market value of a market that is irrational? Consider Mike 

Evans.  In 2020 his market value began to fall as a narrative he was a boom bust player took hold.  

There were two key flaws to this market value movement.  First, the “boom bust” nature of Evans 

that concerned folks is a characteristic of the wide receiver position as a whole.  Second, the data 

is clear there is no impact on your team in the long haul by high variance performance.  In short, 

the market price for Mike Evans was dropping for reasons that were completely unrelated to his 

impact on your team.   

When the market is behaving irrationally, focusing on value becomes a self-defeating strategy 

because you are trying to capture two conflicting outcomes.  One is the improvement in market 

value and the second is strong production.  How do you treat a player who is consistently 

undervalued?  If you are trying to capture improvements in value, there are types of players who 

will outproduce their market valuation, while at the same time fall in price.  Wide receivers in their 

mid-20s with multiple top 24 seasonal finishes are great examples of this.  They are prime 

candidates for strong future production who the market passes over for the next big thing.  Amari 

Cooper, Jarvis Landry, and Evans are poster boys for this.  All they do is produce while falling in 

value.  If you are seeking value improvements but also seeking underpriced players, you are 

attempting to serve two masters that will rarely intersect in the trade market.   

Similarly, running backs are consistently better bets deeper in startup drafts than wide receivers, 

yet the market continuously drafts wide receivers with the erroneous assumption they are better 

long-term bets.  In this way, the dynasty market is inefficient in positional and roster construction.  

How do you strategize and project for a market that behaves so irrationally?   

Reject value as a strategy.  In his resignation letter, Former Philadelphia 76ers GM Sam Hinkie 

provided a great example of NBA strategy that applies to dynasty fantasy football.  Hinkie wrote 
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“What player do you think is most undervalued? Get him for your team. What basketball axiom is 

most likely to be untrue? Take it on and do the opposite. What is the biggest, least valuable time 

sink for the organization? Stop doing it. Otherwise, it’s a big game of pitty-pat, and you’re stuck 

just hoping for good things to happen, rather than developing a strategy for how to make them 

happen.”21  The dynasty fantasy football axiom most likely to be wrong is how the market is 

valuing positions and aging wide receivers.   

Dynasty GMs consistently undervalue production in favor of potential “value insulation.”  Take 

this on, and reject it.  Invest in undervalued players who the market has passed over.  Likewise, in 

rookie drafts, invest in players with falling pedigree the market deems “bad values.”  Investing in 

Justin Herbert at a half-round or more discount from Joe Burrow or Tua Tugavoila is exactly the 

strategy you are aiming for.  With their historical outcomes essentially random, the market is a 

terrible measure of value.  When Herbert goes ahead of Burrow and Tua in 2021 startup drafts, 

you can laugh at how bad 2020 ADP predicted future valuation.  Each year there are players the 

market wildly overestimates or underestimates their likelihood of success given their base rate.  

Without an understanding of expectations, the market is consistently ripe for exploitation.  When 

the market misses this big, trying to follow it for value's sake is a self-defeating strategy.   

Exploiting these inefficiencies is not unique to dynasty fantasy football.  The Oakland Athletics in 

the early 2000s revolutionalized baseball by focusing on players with good on-base and slugging 

percentages that were undervalued by a market focused on batting average and stolen bases.  The 

Athletics exploited this inefficiency in the cheap acquisition of these players.  Once they acquired 

these players, the same inefficiencies made the players unattractive trade pieces because the market 

was not valuing their skills.   

Likewise, the NBA saw a revolution in the 2010s with teams realizing 3 point shots were 

significantly more valuable than 2 point attempts that were not at the rim.  “3 and D” players, like 

Shane Battier, became integral pieces to efficient Houston Rockets offenses, despite Battier having 

little trade value.   

If you find yourself in a similar situation, with a highly efficient team build, that does not draw 

trade interest in the offseason, know this is a blessing, not a curse.  When you target WORP and 

useful in-season production, you may find your team countercyclical.  In other words, when the 

market is heating up to trade in the offseason, you will have running backs who are functional for 

production or trade value in-season.  What ends up happening is some assets on your roster will 

not be attractive on the trade market.  This is not bad, it is a sign you have good values on your 

team, made possible because the market does not appreciate the impact these players can make.  

Do not be frustrated by this fact.  Be patient, with the longest view in your league, and you will 

maximize your odds of winning a championship. 

That is not to say that market value is not important. Leaving yourself options and trading liquidity 

early in a startup league with young players who have some runway to their career will present 

flexibility if things go poorly in your startup draft.  However, remember who will rise or fall in 

value is more random than traditional dynasty advice would suggest.  Likewise, you will want to 

 
21 http://www.espn.com/pdf/2016/0406/nba_hinkie_redact.pdf 
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understand the market price for players you are trying to trade.  For example, when the market 

price is significantly higher than a player’s base rate the player is one you should consider trading.  

Similarly, when a player’s market value is significantly below his base rate, you should consider 

acquiring him.   
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Chapter 7: Tight End Premium Strategies 

By Contributor Scott Connor 

Year after year, the game of dynasty fantasy football evolves.  Recently, this evolution has included 

bringing more importance to the tight end position.  This chapter dives into different formats and 

will breakdown how to value the position in premium formats as scoring and positional 

requirements change.  The focus is to determine optimal roster construction and flex value of the 

tight end position across formats. 

The Baseline 
Establishing a baseline for this discussion, all data will refer to 12-team Superflex leagues with 10 

offensive players in the starting lineup.  Each league must start 2 running backs and at least 2 wide 

receivers and 1 tight end, with the default scoring being 1-point per reception for each position.  

The assumption is that in each league example, six teams (out of 12) will make the playoffs and 

the season is based on sixteen weeks per year.  Also, the optimal lineup will always include a 

quarterback in the Superflex position.  Everything else regarding scoring and lineup requirements 

within these parameters is variable.  The format for the leagues are shown below: 

RB1, RB2, WR1, WR2, TE1 – twelve started in each spot 

FLEX1, FLEX2, FLEX3 – thirty-six total started across the three spots 

The data referenced in this chapter uses point per reception scoring from the fantasy seasons 

(weeks 1 through 16) 2017, 2018, and 2019.  The averages listed are the average points per game 

for all players meeting the threshold.  For example, the RB1 threshold is the average of RB1 

through RB12.     

Tight end premium is defined as additional points per reception for the tight end position, more 

than one tight end required in the starting lineup, additional points for yardage or first downs for 

the position, or any combination of these settings.  The focus of the chapter is the specific change 

in the points awarded per reception.   

Other definitions used in the chapter include:  

Median – middle quantile or number in a data set. 

(Example: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 

Average – a number expressing the central value in a data set. 

(Example: 78 (total from adding all numbers above) divided by 12 (total 

quantiles) = 6.5 

Median average – the number expressing the central value of the middle quantiles in a 

data set 

(Example: 13 (total of the median numbers) / 2 = 6.5 

Playoff baseline – given the baseline parameters as cited above, being in the top half (a 

playoff team) in any given metric 
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Replacement threshold – the number/point an entity would have to reach to the playoff 

baseline 

The Base Format – Start 2 WR, 1 TE, 3 Flex (PPR) 
The baseline format, starting 2 WR, 1TE, and 3 flex positions, the median average at the position, 

12.10 PPR points is the expectation to hit the replacement threshold.  This is significantly lower 

than the numbers for RB1 (19.61), RB2 (13.64), WR1 (17.36), and WR2 (14.96).  Looking at the 

flex positions, the median average for the three flex positions is 11.80 (FLEX1), 11.23 (FLEX2), 

and 10.28 (FLEX3).  When considering a tight end for a flex, you only gain 17.7% above 

replacement by putting a TE in the 3rd flex, 7.7% above replacement in the 2nd flex, and 2.5% 

above replacement in the 1st flex.  Over the past three seasons, an average of 8.3 tight ends per 

season hit the FLEX3 threshold in this format.  Compared to wide receivers (49.6 per season) 

and running backs (33.6 per season) and assuming 24 at each position would fill the RB1/2 and 

WR1/2 spots, a tight end should never be flexed given the number who have hit the mark is less 

than 12.  The only viable tight ends in the flex would be those at TE8 or better.  See below for 

the baseline distribution of flex value. 

Start 10 (2 WR), PPR – Base 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 10.80 11.75 13.75 12.10 

FLEX1 11.05 11.85 12.50 11.80 

FLEX2 10.55 11.35 11.80 11.23 

FLEX3 9.80 10.45 10.60 10.28 

 

Actionability – Do not over-invest in the tight end position in this format and do not allocate more 

than two roster spots at the position.  You can even trim this down to one depending on the depth 

of the league and the viability of the waiver wire, but the start two wide receiver requirement 

pushes the scarcity of the wide receiver position down and the flex viability up.  If you choose to 

attack tight end early, target the elite players at the position to maximize the positional advantage, 

but understand, this is a hefty investment considering the startup cost and you would be best served 

to not carry a backup.  The replacement value on the waiver wire is the highest in this format 

considering how a tight end being played in any spot other than the TE required slot is sub-optimal 

and presents a negative value. 

The Base Format + 1 WR – Start 3 WR, 1 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
When altering the lineup requirements to add a receiver required and dropping a flex, the value of 

the tight end does increase slightly as the flex distribution changes.  Considering the replacement 

threshold in the FLEX2 spot is 11.23 PPR points, an average of 7.33 have hit this number over 

the past three seasons, while the wide receiver number is 41.33 and the running back number is 
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28.33.  Considering there are 36 receivers, 24 running backs, and 12 tight ends required in the 

lineup every week, there is slightly more value to the tight end position.  While the flex value of 

the TE remains negative (7.33 is less than 12), the start three required at receiver will lead to 

teams carrying more at this position, on average, making the value of having an extra tight end as 

a backup, injury replacement and platoon option a slightly better idea. 

 

Start 10 (3 WR), PPR 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 10.80 11.75 13.75 12.10 

FLEX1 11.05 11.85 12.50 11.80 

FLEX2 10.55 11.35 11.80 11.23 

 

Actionability – You still do not want to over-invest in the position in this format.  However, 

understand the additional scarcity at the wide receiver position will push wide receivers up in 

value.  In response, consider pairing two moderately-priced tight ends that can be platooned on a 

week-to-week basis instead of one high-end tight end.  It is still sub-optimal to flex your second 

tight end but doing so at the acquisition cost relative to the receivers is more viable in this format 

compared to one with less stringent positional requirements.  The recommendation is still to go 

very slim from a roster construction standpoint and carry no more than two tight ends on a given 

roster.  If you have more than two, consider liquidating for assets at another position or rookie 

picks. 

Tight End Premium (1.5 PPR) – Start 2 WR, 1 TE, 3 Flex (PPR) 
The numbers change when 1.5 PPR is awarded to tight ends.  This changes the flex distribution to 

include more tight ends, given tight ends account for more points and the other positions do not 

change.  The median average at the TE position is 14.24 points per game.  12.03 is the FLEX1 

threshold, 11.44 is the FLEX2 threshold and 10.58 is the FLEX3 threshold.  An average of 14 

tight ends hit the FLEX3 threshold while 45 wide receivers and 32 running backs did so on 

average.  Using this distribution and knowing that 12 tight ends are in starting slots each week, a 

tight end can be a viable flex about 6.4% of the time.  This represents the first format where an 

extra tight end could have positive starter value. 
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Start 10 (2 WR), 1.5 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 12.91 13.55 16.25 14.24 

FLEX1 11.29 12.13 12.67 12.03 

FLEX2 10.75 11.47 12.09 11.44 

FLEX3 10.08 10.90 10.76 10.58 

 

Actionability – We tend to read the words “tight end premium” and immediately place increased 

value on the position.  The stark reality, at least for positional value, the extra half-point per 

reception in a format with only two receivers required only increases tight end scoring value 

between six and seven percent.  Additionally, this only applies generally to the top half of the 

TE2’s or better, and as you go further down the food chain at the position, the impact is minimal.  

From a roster construction standpoint, do not immediately carry extra tight ends because of the 

“premium” format, but considering the numbers above, the optimal strategy is to invest early in an 

elite tight end or consider investing in two top 15 players at the position and platoon.  The added 

benefit of getting some flex equity from the second tight end warrants considering three top 18 

dynasty tight ends and not bothering with any other roster spots allocated to the position. 

Tight End Premium (1.5 PPR) – Start 3 WR, 1 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
Adding an extra receiver spot to the lineup and reducing a flex, as expected, adds value to the tight 

end position.  With 36 receivers now required to be in the starting lineup league-wide, scarcity will 

push the value of that position up and will inevitably lead to teams carrying more total receivers 

on their roster.  Given the numbers at each position that hit the FLEX3 or better threshold, a tight 

end is a viable flex approximately 10.5% of the time, and knowing others will carry more 

receivers, the value of the platoon and backup option provides more equity to your overall roster. 

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.5 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 12.91 13.55 16.25 14.24 

FLEX1 11.29 12.13 12.67 12.03 

FLEX2 10.75 11.47 12.09 11.44 
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Actionability – Hopefully, you can follow the trend here and keep an eye on how others are 

building their teams as the roster requirements become less flexible.  The additional receiver spot 

will push the elite receivers up in value, the middle tier receivers will receive a slight bump up and 

the backend of rosters will be filled with more receivers overall.  This is the first format where 

taking an elite tight end (one that at least hits the TE1 replacement threshold of 14.24 PPG) and 

back-fill with at least another top 15 player at the position.  Considering you will get flex viability 

with the backup more than 10% of the time, the insurance to protect your early investment and not 

take a guaranteed loss in the flex is the best bang for your buck. 

Tight End Premium (1.75 PPR) – Start 2 WR, 1 TE, 3 Flex (PPR) 
The change to 1.75 PPR scoring for tight ends changes the flex distribution to include even more 

tight ends, given the are account for more points and the other positions do not change.  The median 

average at the TE position is 15.33 points per game.  12.22 is the FLEX1 threshold, 12.14 is the 

FLEX2 threshold and 11.03 is the FLEX3 threshold.  An average of 14 tight ends hit the FLEX3 

threshold while 41.66 wide receivers and 28.66 running back did so average.  Using this 

distribution and knowing that 12 tight ends are in starting slots each week, a tight end can be a 

viable flex about 11.9% of the time.   

 

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.75 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 14.01 14.49 17.48 15.33 

FLEX1 11.40 12.47 12.80 12.22 

FLEX2 10.93 11.69 12.14 11.59 

FLEX3 10.25 11.15 11.03 10.81 

 

Actionability – As shown in the above chart, in leagues with only two wide receivers required, 

running backs become less value when tight end premiums increase.  Since scarcity is not driving 

wide receiver value and ownership up, the flex viability of a tight end is almost equivalent to a 

running back in 1.75 premium.  While backup running backs are preferred over developmental 

wide receivers at the same cost, but also consider how the increased tight end scoring impacts your 

strategy.  Again, do not immediately carry extra tight ends because of the “premium” format, but 

considering the numbers above, the optimal strategy is to invest early in an elite tight end or 

consider investing in two top 12 players at the position.  You should consider the added benefit of 

getting more flex equity from the second tight end and consider carrying three within the top 15 in 

dynasty and not bothering with any other roster spots allocated to the position.  It may be tempting 
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to carry more, and if the market value in your league warrants that, go for it, but understand, outside 

of the top fifteen scorers, the starting value falls to below flex replacement. 

Tight End Premium (1.75 PPR) – Start 3 WR, 1 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
Adding an extra receiver spot to the lineup and reducing a flex, as expected, adds value to the tight 

end position and when adding an additional .25 per reception, the mark climbs even higher.  With 

36 receivers still required to be in the starting lineup league-wide, scarcity will continue to drive 

wide receiver value higher compared to a league with only two required starters.  Given the 

numbers at each position that hit the FLEX3 or better threshold, a tight end is a viable flex 

approximately 22.5% of the time.  This represents the largest jump in position value to date, 

almost doubling from the value of the TE in a format with the same scoring and only two receivers 

required. 

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.75 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 14.01 14.49 17.48 15.33 

FLEX1 11.40 12.47 12.80 12.22 

FLEX2 10.93 11.69 12.14 11.59 

 

Actionability – Considering the massive jump, react accordingly.  As noted previously, the 

positional advantage of your starting hitting at least 15.33 PPG (the replacement threshold in this 

format) becomes greater as the wide receiver scarcity increases.  More than likely, as your league 

mates study the scoring, they will start reacting to the values at TE and start adjusting the market.  

Considering the 22.5% flex value, the positional advantage, and injury rate, this is the first format 

to would consider drafting two elite tight ends.  This creates both viable flex options and the ability 

to maintain an advantage at your tight end starter position in case of injury.  Furthermore, adding 

a third top 15 player at the position is not a bad option as well as any additional values at the 

position that could be used as a trade chip. 

Tight End Premium (2.0 PPR) – Start 2 WR, 1 TE, 3 Flex (PPR) 
The 2PPR scoring for tight ends really shifts in favor of the tight end and this represents the first 

format where it surpasses one of the other skill positions.  The median average at the TE position 

is 16.42 points per game.  12.33 is the FLEX1 threshold, 11.74 is the FLEX2 threshold and 10.99 

is the FLEX3 threshold.  An average of 17.66 tight ends hit the FLEX3 threshold while 42.33 

per year did it at receiver and 29 did so at running back.  Using this distribution and knowing that 

12 tight ends are in starting slots each week, a tight end can be a viable flex about 19.5% of the 

time.   
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Start 10 (2 WR), 2 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 15.15 15.42 18.70 16.42 

FLEX1 11.66 12.54 12.80 12.33 

FLEX2 11.05 11.93 12.24 11.74 

FLEX3 10.52 11.26 11.18 10.99 

 

Actionability – The 2 PPR for tight ends represents a massive jump from the 1.75 PPR in the same 

format.  This is the biggest shift in bringing tight end value much closer to wide receiver and flat 

out exceeding the value at running back.  Continuing with the trend, receivers become heavily 

devalued in this format knowing you must start only two, and when it gets down to the trade market 

in each league, the chase will likely always be on to try to hit on the next big thing at tight end.  

Knowing the current wide receiver landscaping (extreme saturation in the flex range and below), 

hoarding as many top 20 tight ends in the format is advisable.  With an advantage above 

replacement by hitting on a tight end (16.42 PPG replacement value compared to 13.64 for an RB2 

and 14.85 for a WR2), you can justify taking a tight end at any spot once you have filled your 

mandatory two RB and two WR slots.  It is risky, the further you push this, and balancing overall 

roster distribution does matter, but you have permission to go hog wild with any top 20 TE if they 

remain on the board in a startup.  After that, avoid taking the position unless you feel they will 

provide a future trade chip. 

Tight End Premium (2.0 PPR PPR) – Start 3 WR, 1 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
Adding an extra receiver spot to the lineup and reducing a flex, as we have seen with 1.5 and 1.75 

premium adds value to the tight end position even more.  When adding.25 per reception, the mark 

climbs even higher.  With 36 receivers still required to be in the starting lineup league-wide, 

scarcity will continue to drive receiver value higher compared to a league with only two required 

starters.  Given the numbers at each position that hit the FLEX3 or better threshold, a tight end is 

a viable flex approximately 43.3% of the time.  This represents another large jump in positional 

value but also marks a point where perception may be higher than reality.  
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Start 10 (3 WR), 2 PPR TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 15.15 15.42 18.70 16.42 

FLEX1 11.66 12.54 12.80 12.33 

FLEX2 11.05 11.93 12.24 11.74 

 

Actionability –The 43.3% means it is likely you will have a tight end in the flex spot with the 

possibility of two being the optimal approach.  However, it is important to understand the lineup 

parameters of your format and act within that set of limitations.  The numbers say there is no 

difference between the WR3 and the FLEX1.  Translation?  You always want to flex a tight end 

over a receiver here.  With that said, you get to a point where acquisition cost must be examined 

and the caveat about injuries at other positions still comes into play.  Still, consider taking the 

value of any top 20 tight ends, but do not do it at the expense of wide receivers.  Wide receivers 

represent flex viability in this format at a clip of 37.2% of the time and the start three requirement 

lends toward slightly more balance than the previous start two formats.  Consider carrying 

receivers at a 5:3 ratio to tight ends as you move further into the startup and most likely, the 

sacrificial position becomes running back.  Again, sacrificing elite running backs to all high-end 

wide receivers and tight ends while backfilling at running back is an optimal approach.  

The Base Format – Start 2 WR, 2 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
When adding a second tight end to the 2WR and 2  Flex format, the 12.10 PPG replacement 

threshold still stands, while the second tight end spot checks in at 8.12 PPG.  As noted in the 

original format, tight ends represent negative flex value (you never want to flex them) the 

strategy for the format is more about minimizing your losses than seeking an advantage. 

Start 10 (2 WR), PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 10.80 11.75 13.75 12.10 

TE2 7.70 8.55 8.10 8.12 

FLEX1 11.05 11.85 12.50 11.80 

FLEX2 10.55 11.35 11.80 11.23 
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Actionability – You still do not want to over-invest in the position but ignoring it will sink you.  

Scarcity matters.  25% of your skill players required in the lineup are tight ends and this challenge 

represents a significant shift in roster construction.  Again, understanding that you are always 

taking a loss if a tight end ever enters your flex, do not overthink this format and simply take the 

same approach as the base recommendation and account for a second spot.  The optimal number 

of tight ends to carry here would be three, allowing for a platoon and backup at each starting spot.  

Although the stream equity on the waiver wire will vary depending on the total roster spots, it will 

not matter as the target number in the TE2 spot is so low, anyone playing the TE position that you 

can project for playing time each week can be used as a replacement.  This is often a maddening 

format to play in because often, the market overcorrection and scarcity reaction to the start two 

requirement will be inflated by your league mates. 

The Base Format + 1 WR – Start 3 WR, 2 TE, 1 Flex (PPR) 
When altering the lineup requirements to add a wide receiver requirement and dropping a flex, the 

value of the tight end does increase slightly as the flex distribution changes.  Considering the 

replacement threshold in the FLEX1 spot is 11.80 PPR points, an average of 7 have hit this number 

over the past three seasons, while an average of 34.66 wide receivers and 26 running backs.  

Considering there are 36 receivers, 24 running backs, and 24 tight ends required in the lineup every 

week, there is slightly more value to the tight end position simply due to scarcity, but no value 

outside of the starting requirement spots.  Interestingly, we see some negative equity in the wide 

receiver at the spot as it flattens out within the WR3 threshold.  This format is where the RB 

viability in the flex shines and is by far the preferred option when you can project any level of 

touches each week. 

Start 10 (3 WR), PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 10.80 11.75 13.75 12.10 

TE2 7.70 8.55 8.10 8.12 

FLEX1 11.05 11.85 12.50 11.80 

Actionability – You still do not want to over-invest in the position in this format but by 

understanding the additional scarcity at the receiver position will push them up in value, consider 

looking to pair together three moderately-priced tight ends that can be platooned on a week-to-

week basis.  This sounds familiar, right?  For good reason.  At this point, when you get down to 

the mid-tier WR3 range, all the receivers are the same and at that point, fill your three tight end 

spots or shift to taking running backs.  Also, considering the league will likely overcorrect to the 

scarcity of the tight ends, viable receivers will be more available on waivers on a week-to-week 

basis, further allowing you to invest in other spots when constructing the initial roster. 
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Tight End Premium (1.5 PPR) – Start 2 WR, 2 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 

We build on the base format with 2 TE required numbers and tight ends are now getting 1.5 PPR.  

This changes the flex distribution to include more tight ends, given they account for more points 

and the other positions do not change.  The median average at the TE1 position is 14.24 points per 

game and the TE2 spot is 9.51 PPG.  This represents a 49.7% above replacement value if you can 

start two TE in both spots that hit the TE1 threshold.  Furthermore and 12.03 is the FLEX1 

threshold and 11.44 is the FLEX2, meaning when pushed down to the flex spots, the flex spots 

should never include a tight end unless it is one of the top 8 in the league.  It is important to 

understand that the bump in PPR for the position is nullified by the start two requirement and 

means that flexing a tight end outside of the top 8 is always sub-optimal. 

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.5 PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 12.91 13.55 16.25 14.24 

TE2 9.15 9.89 9.48 9.51 

FLEX1 11.29 12.13 12.67 12.03 

FLEX2 10.75 11.47 12.09 11.44 

 

Actionability – Given what is stated above, this format requires you to determine how you want 

to build. The decision is weighing the value of the flex (top 8 viable) and the scarcity-driven price 

against what is optimal for the format.  If you go tight end early, consider doing it again, and 

locking up two of the top 8 at the position.  As noted, the 49.7% above replacement is higher than 

the replacement value you get when you compare the RB1 to RB2 (40.5%) and WR1 to WR2 

(19.3%).  This says to take your second top 8 tight end before your second-wide receiver or running 

back, based on where the startup board flows.  This would require you to only carry one or two 

more at the position and not require much investment outside of best value.  If you take two early 

tight ends, consider a third to potentially use as a backup/platoon and a fourth that can increase in 

market value.  After this, stop drafting tight ends unless they are value flips as the other positions 

offer more flex equity. 

Tight End Premium (1.5 PPR) – Start 3 WR, 2 TE, 1 Flex (PPR) 
With 36 receivers now required to be in the starting lineup league-wide, scarcity will push the 

value of that position up and will inevitably lead to teams carrying more total receivers on their 

roster.  However, you are also battling a scarcity issue at tight end given the start two requirement.  

This will naturally nullify the WR overreaction slightly compared to a start two WR required 

league.  Given the numbers at each position that hit the FLEX1 or better threshold (12.03 PPG), a 

tight end is still not a viable flex outside of the top 8. 
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Start 10 (3 WR), 1.5 PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 12.91 13.55 16.25 14.24 

TE2 9.15 9.89 9.48 9.51 

FLEX1 11.29 12.13 12.67 12.03 

 

Actionability – The strategy and approach are similar here, still looking to invest heavily in two 

top 8 tight ends and a third that could be startable without much loss at the threshold for each TE 

spot.  The adjustment comes at wide receiver and in this instance, punting running back is likely 

the way to go.  You probably want to carry an extra two or three receivers and keeping the tight 

end construction (four optimal) stable, the sacrifice will come at the running back position.  On 

average, the optimal strategy is to select the second tight end before the second wide receiver, but 

then focus on securing the remaining receivers two through four (to fill the WR2, WR3, and 

FLEX1) before considering a second running back. 

Tight End Premium (1.75 PPR) – Start 2 WR, 2 TE, 2 Flex (PPR) 
The 2 TE 1.75 PPR format changes the flex distribution to include more tight ends, given they 

account for more points and the other positions do not change.  The median average at the TE1 

position is 15.33 PPG and the TE2 spot is 10.20 PPG.  This represents a 50.3% above replacement 

value if you can start two TE in both spots that hit the TE1 threshold.  Furthermore, the 12.22 PPG 

is the FLEX1 threshold and 11.59 is the FLEX2, meaning when pushed down to the flex spots, 

the flex spots should never include a tight end unless it is one of the top 9 in the league.  As 

you can see, the tight ends are getting closer to the flex threshold, but they still do not reach the 

point where you want to value them as a flex quite yet. 
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Start 10 (2 WR), 1.75 PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

TE1 14.01 14.49 17.48 15.33 

TE2 9.83 10.57 10.20 10.20 

FLEX1 11.40 12.47 12.80 12.22 

FLEX2 10.93 11.69 12.14 11.59 

 

Actionability – The build does not change much even with the slightly different lineup 

requirements and you are still having to weigh the startup value of the flex (top 9 viable) against 

what is optimal for the format.  If you go tight end early, do it again, and locking up two of the top 

9 at the position.  This would still require you to only carry one or two more at the position and 

not require much investment outside of best value.  If I take two early tight ends, I pick a third that 

I can potentially use as a backup/platoon and a fourth that I believe can increase in market value.  

After this, stop drafting tight ends, still. 

Tight End Premium (1.75 PPR) – Start 3 WR, 2 TE, 1 Flex (PPR) 
With 36 receivers now required to be in the starting lineup league-wide, scarcity will push the 

value of that position up and will lead to more teams valuing receiver higher.  The perception of 

an even higher premium may nullify this to a greater degree.  Given the numbers at each position 

that hit the FLEX1 or better threshold (12.22 PPG), a tight end is still not a viable flex outside 

of the top 9. 

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.75 PPR Start 2 TE 

  2017 2018 2019 AVG 

RB1 17.85 21.81 19.17 19.61 

RB2 12.40 14.16 14.37 13.64 

WR1 16.20 19.59 17.36 17.72 

WR2 13.65 15.94 14.96 14.85 

WR3 11.60 12.54 13.07 12.40 

TE1 14.01 14.49 17.48 15.33 

TE2 9.83 10.57 10.20 10.20 

FLEX1 11.40 12.47 12.80 12.22 

 

Actionability – The strategy and approach are similar here, still looking to invest heavily in two 

top 9 tight ends and a third or fourth (optional) that could be startable without much loss at the 

threshold for each TE spot.  Like 1.5 PPR with start three receivers, elite wide receivers will be 

sacrificed for extra receivers and the only adjustment would be potentially adding one extra tight 
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end dart throw as a potential value mover.  Ultimately, you can justify hold five at the tight end 

position as the replacement value in the flex moves closer to hitting the mark with the 1.75 

premium. 

Tight End Premium (2.0 PPR) – Start 2 or 3 WR, 2 TE, 2 or 1 Flex (PPR) 
This format is rare in dynasty.  As a general rule, the TE2 median average exceeds the RB2 average 

at this level and whether you start 2 or 3 wide receivers will shift the threshold up and down based 

on that.  As far as actionability, full steam ahead on taking any top 18 tight ends over any RB2 if 

you find yourself in a start two TE + 2.0 PPR premium. 

The Cheat Sheet 
The cheat sheet represents a quick reference guide with where to start a tight end in a flex spot in 

a specific format and when to not bother penciling in a tight end as a flex.   

 

  FLEX1 FLEX2 FLEX3 

Start 10 (2 WR), PPR N/A N/A N/A 

Start 10 (3 WR), PPR N/A N/A   

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.5 PPR TE N/A N/A 6.40% 

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.5 PPR TE N/A N/A   

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.75 PPR TE 13.64% 13.10% 11.90% 

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.75 PPR TE 16.66% 20.75%   

Start 10 (2 WR), 2 PPR TE 10.17% 22.40% 19.50% 

Start 10 (3 WR), 2 PPR TE 54.60% 43.30%   

Start 10 (2 WR), PPR Start 2 TE N/A N/A   

Start 10 (3 WR), PPR Start 2 TE N/A     

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.5 PPR Start 2 TE N/A N/A   

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.5 PPR Start 2 TE N/A     

Start 10 (2 WR), 1.75 PPR Start 2 TE N/A N/A   

Start 10 (3 WR), 1.75 PPR Start 2 TE N/A     

 

Green – represents optimal range to target TE in the flex 

Red – represents range to NOT target TE in the flex 
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Conclusion 
This chapter should give you a general idea of how to value and prioritize the tight end position 

(and overall roster construction) in any given tight end premium format.  Remember, this chapter 

is to serve as a guide in providing data to show what the historical data shows are optimal based 

on each format.  In my eight years of dynasty experience, I have found the impact is generally 

overvalued by a given league economy but there are certain formats where the positional advantage 

is understated and undervalued.  Another factor to consider is roster size.  As the lineup increases 

above 10 starters, understand that the scarcity needle moves up and down as the total roster spots 

change.  Additionally, your league’s economy and market may create different levels of scarcity 

at each position and can quickly force you to alter your “optimal” strategy.  When the league 

changes, do your own analysis.  Do not be intimidated by any tight end premium format, develop 

a strategy, and stay flexible as you get into the startup draft.  The previous versions of this book 

feature great information on base rates and determine who to draft in these spots and you can use 

this as a guide to navigate building a roster in any format. 
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Chapter 8: Trade Strategies 
Trading is one of the most fun parts of dynasty fantasy football.  The ability to change your team 

in a trade at any time of the year makes dynasty fantasy football superior to season-long formats.  

Below are 10 dynasty trading techniques that can help you make better trades.   

Your Trades Should Reflect Your Strategy 
There is no perfect dynasty strategy.  Whether your goal is to contend in the near or long-term or 

you are relying on film, analytics, or a value-based approach to build your roster, make sure your 

trades reflect your strategy.   

Team building should be like a team of rowers, who are all pulling their oars in the same direction.  

Your trades, like your startup and rookie draft picks, should reflect your contending lens and your 

dynasty strategy.  

Buy Fear 
One of the easiest ways to get values in trades is being willing to trade for a player when all others 

are afraid.  Players with suspension risk, injuries, and slow starts are classic acquisition targets.  

Tyreek Hill in the 2019 offseason was a great example.  There was a risk of a domestic violence 

arrest because of an injury to his young child that generated headlines and plenty of buy low trade 

opportunities.  Hill was acquirable for second and third round rookie picks on the news of a 

potential suspension, a value in the range of a 30% hit rate.  When the investigation concluded 

without an arrest, Hill returned to a Patrick Mahomes-led offense and his pre-investigation top 30 

startup valuation, a returning significant return on his acquisition value.   

Similarly, injured players present valuable opportunities in the trade market.  Not all dynasty GMs 

will want to trade injured players, but given the right opportunity, they can be valuable long-term 

additions.  When targeting injured players, do your research on the injury, timeframe of return, 

and their long-term situation.  If you are attempting to trade for a player who just tore his ACL, 

his attractiveness will largely depend on his future security.  If he is on a one-year deal, as Lamar 

Miller was in 2019, there is significant danger he will not have a role in the following season.  In 

contrast, Saquon Barkley was insulated with two more years on his rookie contract when he 

suffered a torn ACL in 2020.   

Slow starts also are significant opportunities.  This is particularly useful when using base rates and 

rookie career arcs detailed in this book.  One or two weeks of a slow start may significantly change 

the valuation of a player in the market place, like Jonathan Taylor in 20202, but represent an arc 

entirely consistent with the player’s base rates.  Investing in the base rate when the market is 

moving in the opposite direction, is an easy way to generate value. 

Dynasty GMs may be hesitant to trade a player immediately after a suspension risk or injury for 

fear of losing their investment cost.  In this situation, an easy technique is to wait the owner out 

and then reapproach them.  Keep in mind, they might be inundated with other similar offers from 

competing dynasty GMs for their player and feel like they are taking a loss.  Let them breathe and 

then reapproach them at a future point.  For example, if the team is still competitive as the season 

progresses, reapproach the dynasty GM by offering near term production for their distressed asset.   
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Simply Ask 
When you are unsure about a player’s value, especially one that just had a change in value for 

injury, suspension, or other reason, you may want to make an offer but are uncertain about the 

cost.   

An easy technique to use is simply to ask the opposing GM what they want for the player.  This 

was a technique I frequently used as a prosecutor.  If I was unsure about the strength of my case 

or what was a fair offer, I would simply ask the defense attorney what his client was interested in 

to resolve the case.  Once they tell you what they want, it may be surprisingly advantageous.   

Remember when using this technique, do not give away information.  Your goal is not to suggest 

a value, tell them they have a need or sell them on why they should make a trade.  It is simply to 

ask a question and get them talking, similar to the way Steve Carrell’s character in The 40-Year-

Old Virgin began asking an employee about herself, only to find she liked “to do it herself” and 

leaving with her phone number.   

After the Saquon Barkley injury in 2020, I used this technique to inquire about Barkley’s value.  

The dynasty GM simply wanted a first and third round rookie pick in 2021.  If I made the first 

offer, I would have sent a higher offer, or one focused around players, and ultimately lost a valuable 

opportunity. 

Be Willing to Lose 
In every dynasty decision you make, there is the risk of failure.  The same is true in trades.  You 

will certainly not win every trade you make, but becoming a successful trader requires a 

willingness to lose trades.  If you are not willing to lose a trade, you will become paralyzed by 

fear, and unable to send offers or hit accept.   

If you cannot make trades because you fear losing, adopt an orphan team, and use the team as 

trading practice.  If you get the team at a discount or for free, you will have little risk.  Likewise, 

you will have no emotional investment in the players.  Use the team to construct trades and send 

offers, to improve your trading habits.  

Additionally, do not fear losing out on a deal.  Too often, negotiations will go along with the 

opposing dynasty GM trying to extract more out of your side of the trade.  When this happens, 

walk away.  You can always reapproach the opposing dynasty GM in the future and with the 

history of standing your ground and walking away from the deal, you will have a more powerful 

posture.   

Use the Information You Acquire 
Each trade bait, message board post, Group Me comment, and trade offer is a piece of information 

you can use in your trades.  This can become valuable if used properly.  A personal example 

occurred in 2019, in a matter of 24 hours, where two eye-opening trade scenarios demonstrated 

the value of using the information given to you in a trade offer.     

In the first scenario, I offered Julian Edelman and a second round rookie pick to a fellow GM for 

Devin Singletary and a first round rookie pick.  The trade made sense to me because I had fallen 
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out of contention while the other GM appeared to be contending and in need of wide receiver 

production.  At the time Singletary was coming off an injury and Julian Edelman was a top 10 

scoring wide receiver.  The difference in the picks under that scenario was likely to be only a few 

picks, as he was a contender and I was picking in the top half of the second round, but the trade 

had the upside to break in my favor on both the player and pick front.   

The trade drew a near-immediate rejection with the other GM sending me a message that said “Do 

you honestly think me trading away a first round pick and Devin Singletary for a 31-year-old 

receiver and a 2nd [round rookie pick] is a good idea for me?”  The response was unproductive and 

accusatory, leaving little room for any productive trade discussions.   

Later that day, in another league, I received an offer from the team in last place in a start one 

quarterback league.  The offer was Kirk Cousins and a fourth round rookie pick for Joe Mixon, a 

second round, and a third round rookie pick.  The offer was preposterous on its face.  Mixon was 

a top 36 player in dynasty football, while Cousins is a largely replaceable quarterback in the format.  

At the time, I was shopping immediate production, so open to a deal for Joe Mixon, but the deal 

made little sense to my team build.   

While the offer made no sense in my valuation of players, the offer spoke volumes about how the 

other GM valued quarterbacks.  He saw quarterbacks as valuable assets in a start one format.  In 

fact, he probably valued quarterbacks as high as anyone I had ever negotiated a trade with. 

This was a perfect break, as I roster Russell Wilson who just played on Monday night in a dramatic 

game against the 49ers, where the announcers praised his MVP-caliber season throughout the 

game.  Based on my hunch he was valuing elite quarterback production extremely high, I countered 

with an offer of Russell Wilson for Kirk Cousins, Darrell Henderson, and his 2020 first round 

rookie pick which was projected to be in the top 4 picks.   I had little hope of the deal being 

accepted, but if my hunch on his quarterback valuation was right, the offer could lead to a windfall.  

He rejected a short time later, but immediately counter-offered Russell Wilson and a 2020 third 

round rookie pick for Kirk Cousins, Darrell Henderson, and his 2020 first round rookie pick.  His 

counter-offer simply asked for a third round pick in addition to my trade offer, a standard dynasty 

tactic.  I immediately accepted, happy to kick in a third round pick to land a potential 1.01 in a 

loaded 2020 rookie class.   

This scenario demonstrates the critical information you can glean from a trade offer if you think 

about the deal from the other person’s perspective.  On the other hand, could the Singletary owner 

have sold me Singletary or bought Edelman in a more favorable deal?  He will never find out.   

Trade Calculators 
A common resource for dynasty GMs is a trade calculator.  Many dynasty fantasy football websites 

have these trade calculators, which analyze trades to help dynasty GMs in their negotiations.  

Calculators can help construct or analyze trade offers while reassuring GMs the offers they are 

sending are reasonable and they are not getting ripped off in trades.   

However, it is important calculators do not become a harmful crutch. GMs who rely too much on 

trade calculators instead of their own analysis can see a deterioration in their dynasty skills. 
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Focusing solely on calculator values can cause you to miss opportunities and roster construction 

advantages for example.   

Additionally, trade calculators can be a black box without transparency of what they are actually 

grading.  Calculators that simply spit out a value, without giving some sense of whether they are 

grading players or projecting valuations, are a dangerous proposition.  Without some explanation 

of their numbers, you should be skeptical about the valuation.   

Trade calculators can also be easily exploitable.  This may be hard to identify, but you may have 

a hunch based on their roster construction or player selection what strategy the opposing GMs 

uses.  From that information, you may be able to identify what subscription or calculator they use 

as a resource.  Other times, an opposing GM may send you a picture of a trade and say this is a 

win for you by the calculator.  If you can identify the calculator, you can reverse engineer a trade 

offer that will look like a win on their calculator but be a success by your own valuations.   

Embrace The Long View 
An advanced trading strategy is embracing high variance and high leverage outcomes. A great 

example of this is the value of future picks. First round rookie picks, as detailed in The Analytics 

of Dynasty 2020 Edition are undervalued by the market.  In terms of both perceived value, actual 

value, and randomness of the picks, the market presents opportunities for unique upside.  

Generally, the market tends to treat the randomness of the pick as a proxy for the middle of the 

round.  However, values of picks fall off quickly and the difference between the first and second 

pick is much bigger than the difference between the eighth and ninth pick.  When calculating the 

randomness of picks, a random pick is worth something closer to 1.05, instead of the true middle 

of the round between 1.06 and 1.07.   

Additionally, the market tends to overvalue the strength of the picks they are selling. GMs selling 

future picks are typically doing so to contend in the present and they will assume that their pick 

will be late in the round.  Before the season, there is a high level of variance in the actual pick 

location.  Even good teams that have elite pieces with depth can falter.  For example, a team 

featuring Saquon Barkley, Michael Thomas and Christian McCaffrey entering the 2020 season 

could look unstoppable in the preseason before their season went off the rails in week two.   

During the season, this may less actionable.  For example, once a team starts well, they may be in 

a contending mode and the likelihood is higher their picks will shift to later in the round.  On the 

flip side, if a team starts poorly and projects for a better pick, they may be less likely to trade their 

pick to contend in the present.  

As a result, selling players may require patience, especially in the offseason when rookie picks 

have assigned numbers.  Instead of a random pick, the pick will be 1.01 through 1.12 with the 

ability to approximate the type of player available at that pick.  Once this occurs, you will have 

opposing GMs grading your trades based on specific rookies instead of the abstract value of the 

pick.  This may make it tough to pull off a trade.   

A way to combat this is taking the long view.   A good example of a player who was difficult to 

trade was Raheem Mostert.  In the lead up to the 2020 NFL Draft, there was a common belief in 
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the market that the San Francisco 49ers would not enter the 2020 season with Raheem Mostert as 

the starting running back without additional competition. This made him a very difficult player to 

trade.   

Damien Williams presented a very similar situation in 2019.  Williams came on to have a major 

impact at the end of the 2018 season and entered the offseason with a tenuous hold on the starting 

running back job in Kansas City.  He was able to escape early free agency and the NFL Draft 

without significant investment by the Chiefs at the running back position.  Despite an attractive 

job, it was difficult to acquire a first round pick in rookie drafts, because of his limited profile and 

strong rookie classes in 2019 and 2020.   

A different way to approach selling Williams was trading for a future pick after the 2020 draft 

class.  In fact, in some ways, trading Williams in the summer of 2019, for a 2020 rookie pick 

represented a counterproductive strategy. While the 2020 class was good, trading Williams, who 

had a starting job in a great offense could hurt the value of the 2020 pick.  If you were trading 

Williams, part of the calculus in your evaluation was a bet against his productiveness.    If you 

thought he would maintain productiveness or increase his value you would have held him.  Instead, 

selling him was a reflection of your belief he would not maintain his pace from the end of 2018.   

This is generally a good historical bet.  Players with low pedigree, who come into the starting job 

in the middle of their career tend to have low densities.  This is why trading a player outside the 

top 100 in ADP the prior season for a first round rookie draft pick is generally profitable as the hit 

rates on those players the next year is very low.  

Players from that range of the draft are even less likely to double hit.  In the case of Williams and 

Mostert, the most likely bet to succeed was they would not be productive starters in the second 

season after their breakout.  For Williams, this would have been a bet against his 2020 productivity, 

and for Mostert, his 2021 productivity.  There was a chance if they stayed healthy after their 

breakout they would be strong producers, especially after their teams passed on significant draft 

competition.  The odds they survive the season, the following offseason, and are productive in the 

second season are much lower. This makes investing in the pick two rookie classes away a high 

leverage opportunity.  By taking the two-year discount you are optimizing your odds the player is 

unproductive in the season leading up to the rookie draft pick, thus improving your pick.   

This approach gives you a unique upside as uncertainty is in your favor.  Who could have predicted 

2020 in 2018?  Likewise, the future picks give you usable assets.  If you are contending you can 

use them in a trade.  If you are out of contention and looking to rebuild, the pick will give you a 

quicker opportunity to change your roster.   

I was able to optimize this approach with Damien Williams.  Throughout the 2019 rookie draft 

process, I attempted to get a first round pick for Damien Williams and had no success.  In July 

2019, I was finally able to pivot when I traded Damien Williams and James Washington for A.J. 

Green and a 2021 1st round rookie pick.  This achieved dual purposes.  First, I was able to trade 

Damien Williams for the future first round pick two years out.  Second, the odds were more likely 

A.J. Green, instead of Damien Williams, would be productive in 2020.  By acquiring Green in the 
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deal, I was capping some of the upside of my opponent’s 2020 season and improving my odds of 

having a strong  2021 pick.  

Things broke very well, as Damien Williams disappointed, and within months of the trade, my 

opponent publicly announced he was a seller and looking to rebuild while targeting 2021 rookie 

picks in trades. This aligned perfectly for me as I would benefit from his rebuild through the 

increasing value of his pick.  When the 2020 season concluded, I held the 2021 1.01 in a start 2 

QB league.  This delayed gratification upside shot gave me an elite asset in a very good rookie 

class for 2QB leagues.   

Arbitrage 
How can you get the same asset for less?  Arbitrage is buying an item for one price while selling 

it for more.  This can take multiple forms.  For example, you can trade for a player in one league 

at the cost of a third round rookie pick while trading him away for a second round pick in another 

league.  You are in effect creating a free upgrade from a third to a second round pick in your 

portfolio at no risk.  You can also try and to buy low on a player and then sell him in the same 

league.  This is difficult to plan but becomes possible where you draw league chat reactions to 

your trade with competing GMs saying the trade was lopsided in your favor.  Use the information 

you received by making offers at a higher price to the commenting GMs.   

A more common opportunity is to arbitrage profiles.  Your goal is to trade similar profiles and 

collect additional assets in the trade.  The 2020 rookie class provides a great example of how to do 

this.  In 2020 rookie drafts, Jonathan Taylor and Clyde Edwards-Helaire were typically the first 

two running backs off the board followed in some order by DeAndre Swift, JK Dobbins, and Cam 

Akers.  Taylor, Swift, Dobbins, and Akers were all second round rookie picks with good profiles.   

Through their first year, each had different arcs in their value.  Taylor started quickly before falling 

to third on the depth chart by midseason only to fully claim the lead job by the close of the season.  

Swift flashed while working in a committee during the beginning of the season before taking the 

job, then getting hurt, missing time, and seeing an uptick in value late in the season.   Dobbins 

started with two touchdowns in week one before languishing in a committee until Mark Ingram 

was hurt midseason and Dobbins took over his job.  Akers started early then was hurt before 

playing minimal snaps midseason before coming on in the closing weeks.  

The simplest example of arbitrage was in rookie drafts when Jonathan Taylor could have drawn 

picks or players in addition to Swift.  By midseason, Swift could have drawn picks or players in 

addition to Taylor.  In the 2021 offseason, Taylor is back ahead of Swift in valuation. Exploiting 

these value spreads, particularly across different leagues at the same time, is an easy opportunity 

to acquire additional assets while taking essentially the same bet on profile.  Similar trades could 

have been done between Taylor, Swift, Dobbins, and Akers.   

This trade is also executable for veterans and requires thinking about which profiles are similar 

and exploiting the difference in valuation.  Looking for other similar profiles is an opportunity to 

improve your team without much additional risk.   
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Trade and Decision Journal 
Hindsight is tricky.  Your judgment about decisions you made in the past is often clouded by the 

outcome instead of the process.  This is known as Resulting and makes assessing your decisions 

difficult.  Decisions you make can turn out right for the wrong reasons and also wrong for the right 

reasons.  This can make analyzing trades and decisions very difficult.  Instead of grading on the 

result of a trade, capture your thoughts and process in a trade or decision journal.  With each entry, 

capture the details as well as the process behind the decision.  This can be done in a spreadsheet 

or simple text form and is a great way to analyze your trades in the future without just evaluating 

the outcome.  Understanding what types of decisions you made and how you can improve is a 

critical skill in becoming a good dynasty owner.   

Identify Sweet Spots and Move to Them 
Similar to the concept of arbitrage, look to find tiers in startup or rookie drafts where you think 

players will be similar and trade down.  If you are going to draft wide receivers in their mid-20s 

in a startup draft, do you want to trade take one in round three or one in round six and another in 

round seven?  If you like all three options, placing two bets instead of one is likely to produce 

better odds of success.  The same is true for other positions.  Identify a quarterback tier in a 

Superflex draft, trade down the board, and collect the last one. 

The same is true in rookie drafts.  Do multiple first round wide receivers have age 18 college 

breakout seasons?  Trade down in the draft to select the later one and collect additional assets.   
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